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This Thesis is in the form of a report of the observa-
tions of the author while working in the American Steel 
Foundries plants in Yarious de:;partrnents. The parts of 
the report dealing with'Moulding and Inspection of 
castings were written while in the Indiana Harbor 
Indiana plant. The parts dealine with the Laboratory 
and Furnace Operation were written while in the Granite 
City. Illinois plant. The company om1s and operates 
six other plants but the material covered in this report 
will, i.n a general way cover the operations in these 
pla.nts. also> in which foundry work is. carried on. 
METALLURGY OF STEEL CASTINGS 
BASIC OPEN HEARTH STEEL FURNACE PRACTICE 
QPEN HEARTH PRACTICE 
~ ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - -
At first glance, one not acquainted with 
the situation, might at once say that the whole 
Foundry depends mostly upon the production of steel. 
As important a part as the furnaces pl~. their 
importance is merely relative and their successful 
operation depends upon the co-operation of all other 
departments connected with casting and steel product-
ion. In actual production, it is difficult to say 
w~ether the-furnace man or the molder comes first in 
importance. Opinions. differ. 
The best definition of furnace operation 
can be summed up as hard and hot work. Outside of 




Upon the Yard stocking boss and his crew, 
depends the satisfactor.y · loading, ass.mbling and 
delivery of heats to the furnace floor. To accomplish 
this in good for.m and with sufficient ease, the heats 
are made up in boxes on buggies, llnough buggies are 
used to have about three heats and a half in the cycle 
at a time, i.e., one heat on the platform; one on 
scales; and one in process or loading. To tasilitate 
easy loading, the ground space in the yard is divided 
up into numbered sections. Between sections. tracks 
are laid so that material in any section can easi}1 
be loaded into the boxes. 
The charge varies with the conditions of 
the heats, but at this particular time (January) 1917 the 
















The lime is as a rule, loaded into the boxes 
directly from the car, thus saving double handling and 
storage. Pig Iron and miscellaneous are also thus 
loaded when possible. The rails are cut into suitable 
leniths and are loaded as far as possible as broken. 
The Own & Company consists of heads~ gates, ingots and 
heads, scrap castings, wheels, skulls and drop steel. 
The heads and gates are picked up from the Foundry. 
The skulls, drop steel and scrap castings are a b-*-
bear and must be loaced with the crane. This 
material ~ust be handled on the floor, but it is both 
cumbersome and dangerous work. 
About three hours are required to spot 
buggies, load, weigh and put same on platform. 
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OPEN HEARTH.OPERATION 
- - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ -
It is possible to differentiate the duties 
of first, second, third helpers and·melter. But to 
show how they work together, a heat will be followed 
through, both in mechanical working and chemical 
analysis. 
We will assume, that the furnace, the cone 
struetion of which will be mentioned, has been running, 
was emp" at the time of this operation, the heat on 
the floor, and ready to charge. The third helper took 
his place at the door opening apparatus and the charging 
began. · Since the bottom of the furnace was in good 
condition, anything except the pig iron could have been 
charged first, depending on what the first helper wished 
to use. In this instance, four boxes of miscellaneous 
were charged• followed by the limestone and manganese 
ore. The manganese ore is added to help make a good 
slag. It is assumed that it is used to help eliminate 
the sulphur and make a liquid slag. The quantity is 
small a.nd outside of helping to make the slag an oxi-
dizing one, it does not play a very important part,. In 
fact~ heats run without the ore, are quite as good as 
those run with it, apparently experience has taught the 
men that the heats can be run without, as they all 
consider it so much dump material. The balance of the 
heat was added as shown by log of heat, but any- order 
would have been O.K. 
11. 
The oil was left off after the bottom and walls 
were made up so that it would chill. I:f the heat is 
charged too soon, or on a hot bottom, there is danger 
that the bottom will come up with the l~e. As soon as 
the charger began, the first helper turned on the oil, 
the burners were raised so that the flame could pass 
over the piled scrap and a copious flame was sent over 
it to cut it down sufficiently to allow the addition of 
the pig. Within an hour, t.he pig was added. It is 
not wise to allow the scrap to melt do"Wn too far, because 
upon the addition of the pig in the molten mass, the 
impurities are violently attacked as the pig melts, caus-
ing a forming heat. Such a heat is hard to handle and 
will inevitably run out of the door. As the metal cut 
down, the burners we.re .lowered gradually until the bath 
was level. The oil was reversed during this melting 
period about every half hour until the lime came up. 
From then on, it was ~eversed every 15 minutes, since 
the metal is covered with a heavy slag and lime coating 
and the heat is radiated to the walls and roof of the 
furnace. The air was cut down and the furnace walls 
watched very closely to keep them from burning. With 
a little experience, one can judge the correct or sate tem-
perature, by referring the color of the walla to the color 
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of the flame. !he flame at this point is quite white. 
The walls should be ~ in compari:3on. The fla."Ue was 
cut down so that it :;_:>a.a'3dd to t.he edse of the metal and 
slope. More is not necessary- only a waste. 
During this period, the second and third helpers 
did their work. The second helper wheeled up mud and wood 
for his runner and the additions for the bath- ao% ferro 
manganese~ s:t:de~eJ.eisenJ 50~4 for:ro i3llicon, aluminum, 
. 
ti ta.nium, coal and lQ" ferro silicon, the quanti ties of 
which are elsewhere mentioned. 
The mud was made up very soft; the slag and 
steel cut from the runner and the runner remudded. The 
runner was set and the joint between the short spout and 
runner made with dry alum and rnud to make it smooth. A 
wood fire was started in the runner to dry the joint and 
mudded runner. The runner and joint must be dry. In addi· 
tion to the .work on his own furnace, the second helper must 
help tap out, take care of tapping holes and do sundry jobs 
on the. other furnaces. 
The th~rd hel1)er hauled up fluorspar, bottom mater .. 
ial and iron ore; swept the floor, took care of the rabbles 
and pleaders, opened the doar.s when n~cessary and halped on 
the other furnaces, especially while tapping out and making 
up walls and heats. 
During this melting. period, the name had been bus7 . 
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oxidizing,impurities, sulphur ~.nd phosphorus a.nd also 
the manganese, silic~n and carbon. Almost all the 
silicon a.nd about as much of the ph~sphorus a.nd magan-
ese a.s could be oxidized were oxidized and eliminated, 
- . 
while the- carbon and sulphur devend on their elimination 
. .. 
to. a larger extent upon iron ?r• (hematite) additions. 
An e~ina.tion of curves and 4ata Sheets will bear out 
these remarks. 
As soon as all the lime was up, the heat was in 
condition to work. The first helper poured a spoon teat 
into a test "'Jlock and the second helper cooled and broke 
for fracture. From the fracture, the melter and first 
helper approximated the amount of ore to be added. A 
large quantity was not needed, so was added all at once., 
Should a larger quantity be required it should be added 
in two parts, otherwise the reaction will be so great 
that the heat will faa~ out of the doors. Unless the 
carbon is over 50% a.t this point, no ore is added.. It is 
nat absolutely necessary to use ore to obtain a. good heat. 
'!'he iron Ol"e, besides oxidizini;. the sulphur, 
manganese, phos:ghorus, silicon a.nd carbon. also cuts up 
the unmelted lime and forms slag. 
The reaction between the iron ore and carbon; 
is in its simpl,~st fo::.-ro. thus: 
ZC +- Fe 2 0 3 1 3CO >~- 2 Fe 
and is ru1 end oth•rm1o reaction. 
After the reaction subsided, say 15 or 20 
minutes, another test was taken, cooled and fractured 
as before. This test about . .,50 or 0.,60 carbon was 
sent to the laboratory for a preliminary test on 
phosphor1..ts. In c~.se about ~02% to .03% phosphorus 
appears, more lime is added. The whistle was blown 
for the ladle ::;top;;>er. The heat was working nicely and 
the slag began to open up. The bath wa.s boiling or 
taking the heat and the slag had a creamy appearance. A 
few shovels of M3par• were added to faciliate the opening. 
It is not known just what the action of the spar is, but 
many conjecture. I believe Mr. Hamilton has a theory 
which is :pla.u:?ible. In general. a basic slag is :fluid. 
The spar thins the slag., Bo:me assume that the slag is 
more basic on <1.ccount of this addition. 
The first helper knows about how to judge his 
heat. Another test wa.a taken and treated as before. A 
piece was sent to the laboratory for preliminary carbon, 
which was about .26~. Another test was immediately taken, 
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.the whistle blown for the· ladle and the 10% ferro silicon. 
previously broken up, by the second helper, was thrown in,. 
The Ferro Silicon has about 3-5% carbon content 
and holds the heat the carbon content of the last test 
taken. It holds the heat until the test can be run, the 
ladle set a.."ld the ta.pp ing 
hole dug ottt,. l';hecka the reduction of carbon by ta.k-
ing the o~gen for its own use as later shown. It also 
adds heat to the bath as the reaction is e:x:othel"niie. 
Tests show that no silicon is gained by the steel from 
this addition. Carbon can be gained, depending on the 
length of tLne the heat is allowed to stand before 
tapping. 
Four minutes after adding the 10% Ferro 
Silicon, the ao% Ferro manganese was added. Just 
about the time the manganese was added, two second 
helpers dug out the tapping hole enough to make it 
easy and sate to knock out .from the fro·nt with a 
bleeder. Eight ~inutes after addition of' manganese, 
the heat was tapped.. It went out on abou.t .25 carbon. 
As soon a.a the metal began to r;.u1 1 the mel tal' went back 
of the furna.ce and put in ladle addi tiona. The ladle 
additions are all figured on a .28% to .26% carbon bath 
content. That is, the manganese and silicon at that 
'16 
carbon content, are as a rule the same and the additl..: 
o:ns are figured on that basis. The carbon on the last 
test was about .25%. The heats are supposed to be some-
where in the neighborhood of .28% carbon. Coal is added 
to bring this up. A bag of small nut hard coal weighing 
about 30 lbs. will bring up the steel .04% carbon or 4 
points. Twenty pounds of caal. were added when about a 
foot of metal covered the bottom of the ladle. 
The shute additions were gradually added in the 
runner, and must all be in before the slag commences to 
come because the 50% ferro silicon attacks the basic slag 
and ~•leaaes the phosphorus which has been eliminated and 
puts it back into the metal. The functions of the silicon 
and manganese additions are later explained. As the ladle 
filled, a large part of the slag ran over the lip of the 
ladle into the slag pit. About six inches of slag should 
remain in the ladle to act as a blanket to hold the heat 
in the metal. If there is not any slag on the metal, it 
should be covered with dolomite. As soon as the ladle was 
full~ the craneman removed it and pouring proceeded. 
The second helpers took off the runner. The first 
helpers began to work on the bottom. The first and most 1m ... 
porta.nt task ia to see that the tappiD.g hole is open and 
stays open. The heat was clean with very little slag and 
lime in the bottom. A rabble was put into the middle door 
1? 
and the bottom rabbled from end to end to locate any 
holes. There were n~ puddle holes. !he little remain-
ing slag that would not drain was dried up With bottom 
material. A rabble was placed in front or the tapping 
hole, the oil· shut off and the front ot and tapping hole, 
dried out by both first and second helpers in their 
respective places. The hole was shut up immediately with 
dolomite and an alum plug put in to hold it. !he second 
helper is now rea~ to do his work for another heat. 
While the second helpers were doing the above. 
closing the hole from the back, the first helper rammed 
the front of the hole and faced it with slag and 
ayndolag. All the first helpers helped make up the 
back walls, breasts and bottom. The back walls and 
breasts were made up with shovels of material. But 
the breasts and elopes along the slag line were made 
upwith the spoon, the third helpers carrying the 
material to the spoon. The slag alw~s cuts the walls, 
slopes and breasts and it is necess~ to repair thea 
after each heat. The furnaoe is :now ready to recharge 
as before outlined. 
Vnderataad that conditione on this particular 
heat approached the ideal, and are not always thus. At. 
times the carbon refuses to come down, or comes down too 
-ra 
fast and it is neces~:H~.ry to. add pig iron or S}Jiegel to· 
hold or raise the carbon. It is easier to raise and 
hold the carbon when it is about .30% than when it is 
.18 or .20%. 
The slags at times refuse to cut up and lays 
in lumps; the bot tom come a up with the lime 1 eaving 
large puddle holes to be rabbled out and repaired; the 
tapping hole gets stopped up or is so large it must be 
piped by the second helpers; the short spout gets filled 
up, and troubles too many to mention. 
One of the most serious troubles is a "boil". 
It is liable to occur at any place in the bottom, breasts, 
back walls, slope or tapping hole. If it occurs early 
in the heat, it is hard to handle and the heat may be lost. 
I recall seeing a heat boil out of a tap;ping hole a half 
hour before time to tap. Suppose a boil should occur on 
the breast about a half hour before tapping time. ~en 
percent Ferro Silicon is shoveled into the spot that is 
boiling to stop it for a time, until the 10% Ferro Silicon 
melts. As soon as it starts again, more is added until 
the heat is tapped. Just the other night a heat boiled 
out through tlte breasts on #o furnace.. '!'here are other 
cases worse, but this. gives an idea about how auch might 
be handled .. 
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Of the bottom materials used on the floor, the men 
differ in their opinion as to which they like the best. 
Next .to the magnesite, they like syndolag. The price 
varies for the material used and it is needless to quote, 
but will put the materials down in the order in which the 
price ascends_ as follows: Raw dolomite~ double burned 
dolomite, magnebrent, syndolag, magdolite, magnesite and 
kendymag, magnesite. Of course, these materials are all 
basic in reaction. 
20 
~I§TQR! QFMH!A~ MO~ ~011§ 
. . 
The heat was.melted in the furnace, May 1917• • 
The furnace was about at ita maximum efficiency, a~ it 
had 352 heats on the slag pita and 149 on the second 
roof and back walla. !he heat was melted and finished 
in about the average time allowed for the aame. 'l'wo 
teats were t<~en at each period; on~ was water cooled for 
a fracture test; the other was allowed to cool slowlY in 
air so that it would be soft enough to drill for chemical 
analysis. The slag was taken from the test spoon for slag 
analysis. The following is data covering the heat, includ-





STOCK Q.UAN .. TITY 
' .. . . 
6:05 A.M. :Miscellaneous 10,500 lbs. 
6:15 A.M. jLime 3,850 lbs ... 
Manganese Ore 500 lbs. 
6:25 A.M., :Bolsters 6J300 lbs. 
7:00 A.M. Rails 5,000 lbs • 
.. 
7:05 A.M. Own &: Co. 7,?00 lba,. 
... 
' ' 
7:55 A.M. Pig Iron 23,500 lbs. ! Chi ca.go 8000 
Pi cka.ild:s· . 
:Brown-15500 
The miscellaneous stock consists of most everything-
. ' . ' ' ,, " . . . 
parts mf plows, pipe, rail plates, scrap plate, structural 
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.steel, etc., and is usually h~gh sulphur and phosphorus 
material. Bolsters and Own & Company are steel scrap. 
Raila are high in carbon. · Pig Iron is the bulk of the 
material which must be purified or re~ine~. _to malce the 
ateel. It runs about 0 4-5~ carbon, 0.7~1.00% silicon; 
.. 
0..,·19% - 0. 50,% au~:phur; and 0.15% .... o.25:C phosphorus. 
The hea:e was melted at the time of the first 
teat 10;15 A.M.. It melted somewhat earlier than usual-
in about four hours. It usually takes about 5 hours. 
Some of the recorded teats were taken independent of the 
test which the melter took for his fracture tests in order 






1/l Test Taken 
#2 Test Taken-
/13 Test Taken ... 
LOG OF HEAT~ 
- - - ....... 
200 lbs. Iron Ore added at-
Whistle for stopper 
#4 Test Taken-
100 lbs. shop scrap added after 
#4 test was taken-
?5 lbs. spar added-
Whistle for ladle-
Test for preliminary carbon-
60 lbs. spar added-
500 lbs. lQ% Ferro Silicon added-
Test #5 taken before adding-
10% Ferro Silicon-
260 lbs. 80~ Ferro Manganese added-



























- - .. - - - .. -
50% Ferro Silicon 
80% Ferro Manganese 
Aluminum- and titanium 
coal 








The following photoaraphs show the fracture 
tests. The fracture depends entirely upon the carbon 
content. When the. carbon is high, the structure is 
fine grained and dull gra:y in appearance. As the 
carbon content decreases the granular structure 
becomes larger and more motalie in appearanc4. With 
some experience one can exactly predict the carbon 
content by a fracture teat .. 
Test No. 1 Time Taken- 10:15 A.M. 
CBL~!ICAL ANALYSIS 
s ~ Jj. {I 
SiO FeO :MnO p 0 Al 0 Ca.O M:gO s 
2 2 5 2 3 ,_.. ____ 
25.68% 12.60% 12.41% 1.?1% . 1. 01% 38.40% ?. ?8% 0.014% 
S T E E L A N A L Y S I S 
c Mn Si s p 
1.28% o. 34,% 0.038% 0.052% 
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Test l~o 2 Time Talten- 11:15 A.M .. 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
- - - -
.. 





Si02 FeO MnO P205 Al203 CaO MnO s 
·- -
15.?8% 20.21% 10.11:, 2.1?% 0._89% 46.101~ 6.05% 0. 0211~ 
MET A L 
- - w - .. 
Si s p 
Test No. 3 Time .Taken- 12:15 P.M. 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
w - ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ 
S L A G 
.... )ooi - --
FeO MnO CaO MgO s 
1] Ood 19 70~ 10 60d 1 ?9% o.a2~ - 49-~01 7~~2~1'~ 0 022% . • /(/ .. . 1" "' 1" • I~ 7() "" fO • v "' (' 
METAL 
C . Mn Si S _P.__._ 
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Test No. 4 Ti~ Taken• 1:05 P.M. 
8102 FeO MnO P205 Al203 Ca.O MgO S 
15. oo% 15.99% 11 .• 01% 1 .• 82% - o ... 98%' 4"r:5"0"'"' 7. !0% o. o38% 
STEEL 
... -.. ........... 
C Mn Si S P 
------
2-9 
Teat No, 5 Time Taken- 1:30 P.M. 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 




Si02 FeO MnO P20fl A1203 CaO MgO s 
.. 
- -
15,.00% 17.04% 8,.64% 1.49% 1.04% 48 ?1% ?.24% 0 041% 







~ISCUSSION OF CURvtS 
- - ~ - ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ 
Carbon is removed from the metal both by the 
oxygen in the air, oil, slag and iron ore, and the CO 
generated by the limestone where used. On this particular 
heat, the carbon was almost reduced by the air and oil. 
In fact, by the time the ore was added, the carbon was 
leaving the bath at a rate which waa not apparently 
hastened by the addition of the ore. .Note Plate 1. 
The car'::lon enters the bath in the rails, scrap 
and especially the pig. It leaves the bath in the form of 
C ;. 02 ::: C02 
2CO + 02 ::: 2 co2 
The reaction is exothermic and as a consequence 
gives heat to the bath. It is customary to reduce the 
carbon to a point just at the carbon content wanted or just 
below and then bring back by adding coal. It is ass~~ed that 
by bringing the carbon low, it gives the impurities a better 
chance to become oxidized, since the· carbon is then almost 
removed and less active. However. a glance at the analysis 
shows that anywhere between 0.84% and 0.22% carbon, the man-
ganese, silicon_. phosphorus and sulphur are practically as 
low as they go. Other de.ta taken on another heat shows that 
a,~ 
.between 0.66% and 0.1~ carAon, the silicon and manganese 
a·oout at their lowest limits and phosphorus and sulphur 
relativelY low. (0.010% .... o.oo5% phos.; 0.035% .. 0.030% 
Sulphur). What would be against tapping out ingot heats 
at the desired carbon content? A number of tests could be 
made to determine how uniform the heats are in that region. 
¥ore titanium could be used for a deoxidizer to replace the 
manganese used from the Spiegeleisen and the 1950 lbs. of 
spiegeleisen saved. The usual run of sand heats are about 
0.28~ carbon and give the desired tensile, strength, elastic 
limit, elongation and reduction of area. 
Referring to Plate 2, some idea ~ be obtained 
as to how the sulphur is eliminated. Apparently it is 
removed after the bath is within an hour of tapping and 
after ore has been added. There is a corresponding elimin-
ation from the metal and increase in sulphur content of ala&. 
It is understoo• that sulphur elimination is very erratic; 
but there is nothing to indicate it in the data obtained, 
except that it is evidently mostly removed at the time 
there is an excess of -.rcea present in the bath, due to 
the iron ore. Aa the ore causes the bath to boil very 
violently, it brings the metal more in contact with the 
flame and air. This additional surface exposed maJ be 
3'1 
~nother reason for its elimination at this point. 
The sulphur enters the bath in the pig iron 
(0.015% .. 0.04!1). in the scrap which is relatively low 
except in cast iron scrap which contains about o.oa~ -
0.1%. 
In some instances, it is held that sulphur 
enters from the flame, It is quite probably, but forces 
are at work in the furnace which oppose this, The su~phur 
to remain in stable form should enter the slag as cas. 
:Jut before 1 t takes this form, it combines wi tl: the man .. 
~aneee for which it has a greater affinity and forms una. 
~aa in turn is soluble in the slag and metal, but in both 
slag and metal, there exists free oxYgen, and KnS in 
contact with free 02, h&s the property to give off BOa and 
so2 is volatile, Evidently this is not the only considera-
tion we have to deal with as the sulphur content of the slag 
increaees as the percentage in the metal decreases. Some 
or the sulphur remains in the slag as CaS. 
Another place from which sulphur may come, is 
the 'btlttoa material. lt is known that iron reduces cal.ci'Wil 
sulphate: 
Caso4 ~ 4 ~e • FeS + CaO + 3 FeO. 
Hence. should any calcium sulphate be present 
in the bottom material• wi\h which the slag line is 
repaired, it is reasonable "'to expect that sulphur will 
38 
enter the bath. The fact of the matter is that several 
carloads of ma.gnebrent wer~ .r~ceivedand used. The 
sulphur began to run high in the heats. The bottom 
materials were analyzed and magnebrent was found to 
contain 1.% sulphur. Whether this existed as CaS04 or 
CaS was not Eletermi~ed, but no doubt it did a~ Ca.S04 for 
tests seemed to prove that the material increased the 
sulphur in the metal. 
.. '" 
PHOSPHORUS 
- .... - .... ~ ~ .... ... 
Reference to Plate 3, will give some idea how 
phosphorus is eliminated from the :metal. It is rapidly 
removed at first and then slowly toward the end of the 
heat. At Test #2 a correspondin~ decrease in the·phos-
phorus in the metal and increase in the .slag takes place. 
From this point on, both metal and slag decrease in phos-
phorus content. Two explanations may be given, one that the 
phosphorus is being carried aw~ by the not gases passing 
over the slag and that the bulk of slag has increased- more 
lime" iron ore, silica and spar have gone into solution 
to form slag. The percentage of phosphorus is so small that 
the additional alag decreased the percentage. 
Phosphorus enters the bath mostly from the pig 
iron ( 0.15% ... o. 25%). as all steel acra.:p is low in that 
impurity. Although the lime.~asists in elilnina.ting the 
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sulphur, it is an essent·ial to reduce the phosphorus. 
Phosphorus exists in the metal as J1'e3P., In the 
presence of met;:;.llic oxides, the phosphorus is oxidized 
to P205. Th-,phosphide passes to the slag where it is 
converted to calcium phosphate, provided, however, that 
the slag is basic with CaO., Otherwise the acid present 
in the slag will reduce the phosphate and the phosphorus 
will re'f.;urn to the :;netal., The oxidizing reactions of 
Phosphorus to P205 and the phosphide to a calcium phos-
phate are exothermic. 
There is always a difference in the phosphorus 
and silicon content between the first mold and last mold. 
The phosphorus increases and the silicon decreases. The 
increase in phosphorus is due to the reduction of the 
calcium phosphate by silica. The decrease in silicon is 
due to the deoxidizing a~tion the silicon has on the 
metal, forming silica which in turn passes to the slag 
and reduces the calcium phosphate • 
• 
The phosphorus content of the metal should not 
run above 0,.05~ on riser test, otherwise the steel ma.y 
be cold short due to large Ol'Y'stala which the phosphorus 
produces in the cooling steel. 
!t:!gt:¥!e! 
According to .lJickman, when the ratios between 
ao 
.the iron oxide and manganese oxide in the slag is sucn t 
that the manganese oxide percentage is greater, manganese 
passes from the slag to the metal and vice versa. But 
curves on plate 4 and results on Plate 5 do not bear out 
his theory. However, it is not permissible to draw a 
conclusion against him with but one result at hand. In 
every instance, the iron oxide was greater than the 
manganese oxide. Both metal and slag show a decrease. 
However, this is quite probably due to the increased 
bulk of slag as before stated. 
The manganese enters the bath in the scrap and 
pig. It is considered advisable to have the manganese 
content of the bath about 1% when about melted. The 
charge used runs about 0.82% before melting. The man-
ganese is oxidized and used by the sulphur in its 
elimination. The manganese exists in the steel as MnS 
and Mn3C. The American Steel Foundries rua about 0,?0' 
in manganese and in this percentage, tmproves the 
quality of the steel. 
i! ~ ~ !·~! ~ ~ ~! 
Oxygen enters the steel from the highly 
oxidizing slag. It •lso is present in the form of 
iron oxide due to the addition of iron ore which does 
not always have sufficient tiro.e allowed it to completely 
work its way out of the metal. This gas makes the steel 
wild and must be removed before it ca.n be successfully 
poured into castings. This operation is known as 
deoxidization. 
Manganese is one of the best deoxidizers. It 
possesses greater affinity for oxygen and sulphur than 
iron. A small percentage of manganese in the metal 
improves it. In determining tensile strength 0.10~ mn 
is equal to 0.,010~ carbon. The reactions are exothet"mic-
2 Kn "" 02 • 2 MnO ~ lln of. S : llnS 
H. H. Campbell found that about 1.00~ manganese 
must be ado.ed to gain o. oO:C manganese in metal or 40:£ for 
deoxidization. A smaller percentage gave only 0.20' for 
deoxidization. 
Manganese is added as 80% Ferro Manganese and. 
in the American Steel Foundries additions are about 70~ 
efficient toward raising the manganese content of the 
steel, thus, the total charge is 53000 lba. metal. 
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Allowing 10% furnace lQss, brings the available metal 
at end of heat to 47,700 lbs. 260 lbs., Ferro llanganese 
is added in the furnace and 125 loa in the ladle, making 
a total addition of 385 lbs. or 308 manganese. 308-
47,700 gives 011 62,C manganese if all went to metal. On 
the average. the manganese in the bath before additions 
' ~ " . . ' ~ . 
is about o.a~ and the steel finishes at o.o7o~. o.7o~ 
0.28% gives o.42% due to the addition which enters the 
' ' 'I 0 • I 
metal. 0.42 ... 0.,62 x 100 gives 70% approximate efficiency 
and 30% used for oxidization. 
50,% Ferro ,Silicon is also used. It has a much 
feebler action than manganese and if used in excess is 
detertmental to the steel. The reaction is exotbe~1o. 
81 ... 02 : Si02 
Using the same figuring as for manganese, the 
50% ferro-silicon is 80~ efficient in adding silicon to 
the metal and 20~ for oxidiaation. 
Both aluminum and silicon posses a property 
which manganese does not. They both hold gases dissolved 
in metal in solution, so that these are retained in solid· 
if! cation. 
Eight pounds aluminum are added. The reaction is 
exothermic and is as follows: 
. 4 .A:L ... :s 02 ::; 2 Al203 
The alumina. formed :ia light in weight and should 
4S 
.rise to the slag, but as in all other deoxidizers. 
some is included in the metal. 
~erro-Al~~inum-titanium is considered one 
of the best deoxidizers since this titanium eliminates 
the nitrogen which heretofore has been considered of no 
especial detri~ent ot the steel. 48 lbs. are added 
instead of alu:ninum in L'l~JOt heats and in sand heats 
when no aluminllin is on hand. The alloy runs about 
10- 14% Al. and 6 - 8% titanium. 
Per :pound of :naterial used. altu'linum takes 
care of more oxygen., 
If the i::-on (>re added is given the proper 
length of time to work through the heat, and the slag 
is of the proper c0nsistency in oxygen, etc., the metal 
should not need very much of an:y of the materials 
m-entioned,. In addition to adding deoxidizers to the ladle, 
aluminum is added to each mold as the steel is puured., 
It insures a sound casting and prevents a '!;'fild heat from 
coming back. 
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CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR 
• ~ w ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ 
The open hearth furnace used b,y. the ~~erican 
Steel Foundries is a Siemens-Martin type. lta construe~ 
tion is fa'llilar and detailed construction and size will 
not be entered into, exce::;_)t to mention the principal 
parts, i.e.: 
Chi:!lney, 8F.n~ers, steel work,, butterfly valve 
for air and disc:'large 5asea, flues, checkers, s1ag ,pits, 
ports for oil and discharge gases, monkeys» slopes) 
breasts, doors, walls, tapping hole, short spout, runner, 
and oil b'..lrners. 
The checkers are built of fire clay brick. 
The balance of the furnace is built of good grade of 
silica fire brick with the exception of the bottom and 
slag line. Fire clay brick is used on the bottom over 
which ia laid chrmne or neutral brick.. On the back and 
front walla along the slag line, a little above and 
below and all around the te.pping hole, neutral brick is 
used on account of the basic steel ?rocess. The slag is 
basic., If the walla about the slag line or the bottom were 
silica brick_. it would be but a. matter of' time until the 
walls could be cut through. 
Upon completion of the brick work, a. slow wood 
fire is built on the hearth and one at the base of the 
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stack to induce a draft. After 24 to 36 hours, a slow 
oil fire is started and gradually increased. As soon as 
the furnace is l1ot, the bottom is built up., The first 
bottma is us"..l~lly Hlo.dermt tJf the beat ma.teria.l; .rnagnesi te. 
When the bottom is built up to the necessary height, a 
long six inch ;i9e is tamped in place in the tapping hole 
with 'naa;nesite and ta,r,. 3o:'le 1.1se chrome ore, but it is 
•ot as satisfactory as tarred magnesite. When the furnace 
is hot enough, within a week or ten days, the lapping 
hole is closed and the furnace charged as elsewhere 
described .. 
The slag .90 s are good for 600 to 800 heats; 
the wr~lls and roof from. 100 to 250 and are torn out and 
repaired two or three times before it becomes necessary 
to close a campaign on a. .furnace for complete repair 
of checkers, slag pockets, walls and roof. The bottom 
lasts for several years without being rebuilt. When 
the wa1ls and roof are rebuilt, the bottom is given a 
good w~J.shin:; by running several cinder heats) clean~ng 
out the old lime and slag. The bottom elope, back walls 
and breasts are put in good shape. \Vi thin :four to six 
days the furnace is running again. Saa.ll holes in roo:f' 
or walls, back or aide walls and arches u.re ired 
without shutting down the furnace. 
4-6'' 
So far as cons~ruction is concerned. the 
acid and basic furnaces are the same with exception 
of the bottom material. On the acid bottom silica sand 
is used and put on the same as on the basic bottom. 
The acid furnace does not eli1:tinatr3 the detrimental 
impurities ... phosphoru:d and sulphur.. lienee to make 
acid steel, it is necessary to rr.l.El.ke the charge up with 
scrap and pig of low phosphorus and sulphur content. It 
enly requires about four hours to complete an acid heat. 
A ladle is in reality a large sheet steel 
bucket. The essential parts a.re the ba.il, trunnions, 
lip, slide, nozzle, dogs, feet and lining. The ladle is 
lined first with a layer of fire clay brick laid 011 the 
4" side., Another layer is laid over this on the 2" side; 
the first layer extends the full depth of the l~dle. 
The second layer within a foot and a half from the top 
or just above the metal line. 
A mix consisting of fire clay brick dust an.d 
fire clay was used for a coating over the brick. Out 
of such a mix only 12 - 24 heats were poured before it 
became necessary to rebrick the ladle. With some 
experimenting the }Jresent mix used, consisting of 
graphite and special clay in definite proportions, 3 
clay, 1 graphite, on side and 6 clay, 1 graphite:. oa 
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bottom, better resul~s have been secured. A greater 
number of hears are poured, from 50 to 60 per lining, 
with occasional patching. The skull, so pronounced 
with old lining has ~r~ctically disappeared. The 
graphite in the linin6 has no eff~ot on carbon content 
of the steel., 
The collar holding the nozzle is first placed 
in positien in 'the bottom of the ladle; about five or 
six inches of bottom mix r~~ed in so that it tapers 
toward the nozzle; and. the sides are nudded and smooth wi 
with a brush. In a new ladle a wood fire i9 kpt burning 
for about 12 hours before placing in an oil fire. The 
fire should be kept in long ~naugh to heat the ladle well. 
When the melter blows the first wllistle, the stopper is 
set. It consists of a rod. stopper head made of graphite, 
stopper pin, lower a.nd upper sleeve made of fire clay, 
washer. and couple of nuts to fasten on the sleeves and goose 
neck. The stopper is raised over the ladle with a Jib crane, 
lowered into position anct faatenttd in ~he slide. The slide 
is set so that the stopper hits the back of the nozzle and 
slides into rest. This method or setting is considered 
best. The stopper is held ti~ltly in place and tightened 
to hold it while the ladle is being filled with the heat. 
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A little sand is thrown around the nozzle, and if any 
goes through, is caught on a shovel previously placed 
under it. If no~e goes through the stopper is properly 
set. At the second whistle the crane takes the ladle 
and puts it in posit .iQn u."l.der the furnace runner. 
BD.AJmS AND SUGGESTIONS 
- - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ ~ -
In making up ba.ck walls~. slag line and 
breasts, it is an essential to have a binder for the 
bottom materie.l used. Slag is such a binder. Once 
in a great while, a little slag, is ground t:tnd sent to 
the furnace floor. About 1/3 to 1/4 slag should be 
mixed with this bottom material. It not only makes a 
$tronger slag line, but saves bottom material. It is 
only a question of grinding the slag and sending it to 
the furnace platform. Figure out the rumount of dollars 
saved, if 1/3 or l/4 of the bottom material used were slag • 
. It is an item worth looking into. 
The overflow slag runs into the furnace pit and 
necessitates a gang of men to clean it out. Why not use 
the slag pots provided for catching the slag as it runs 
over the ladle lip? The slag could ~e easily dumped out 
of the pot with one handling. Of course men would be 
needed to clean the pit just the srume ~ not .~o m!EY men. 
Dollars saved. 
The burners badly need a. mechanical device to 
;hold them in place. At present, bricks, rods and wire a.re 
the only means and this method is cumbersome and unsatis-
factory. 
The 50% Ferro Silicon· is ground up in a grinding 
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Dle,ehine.. The machine is set• at one end of the 
Foundry in such a way that the ground material 
falls below the furnace platform. The 50% Ferro 
Silicon comes in barrels and is unloaded at the 
other end of the platform. Two men are employed 
to wheel the material from one end of the platform 
to the mill~ grind it, go down into the Foundry and 
wheel the ground materi~.l up onto the center of the 
platform. More time is actually spent in wheeling 
than in grinding, due to the way the material and 
mill are located. Why not at least put the ground 
material box and unground material ~ the mill? 
It ought then only take one man to do the work. 
The second helpers ought to be able to grind the 
material if they had a small gyratory or Dodge crush-
ing machine on the floor. 
When it is necessary to pig steel, a large 
hole is made in the sand floor and the steel poured 
in. It is either necessary to break the pig with the 
drop, or if not broken, is cumbersome to handle on the 
floor as skeleton. Wby not have a specific spot in 
which to pour the steel and have suitable holes already 
dug similar to pig iron runs? It appears that it would 
be as advisable. 
METALLURGY OF STEEL 'CASTINGS 
LABORATORY PRACTICE 
The Laborator3r plays an important :part in 
the Foundry, especially in the production and final 
analysis of the steel. In fact, a, large amount of the 
analysis is on material, such as lime, spiegeleisen, 
pig iron, manganese ore. iron ore, 30%, 50%, and 80% 
Ferro-manganeset 10,% and 50% Ferro-silicon; dolomite, 
fluorspar, fire clay, Al-Ti, oil, etc., which has some 
part to play in the steel manufacture, rather than on 
the final product. It is from this stock an.alysis that 
the charge for the furnace is calculated and some idea 
is obtained as to what the steel vdll contain in the 
product condition. However, the anlaysis of the :product 
is of as much importance, because the results obtained 
determine whether the steel falls \~Vi thin the purchasing 
company•s specification. 
Metallographic anlay~is is auxiliary to 
chemical and is employed in the determination of the 
proper heat treatment to produce a stee1 of proper 
ductility, high strength and elastic limit, all of 
which properties depend on the proper steel structure. 
At the time this report was written no metallogra:phic 
ana.ly sis was being done in t..lJ.e Granite City laboratory .. 
Bo attempt will be made to give every method 
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emplo7ed in the Granite City Laboratory, since any of 
them can be copied from books on the subject. Enough 
will be included to indicate a speaking acquaintance 
with the A"nerican Steel F()undries' methods. 
SAMPLES 
Samples are made on a.ll stock material which 
comes in. 
On pig iron, 50" and ao% Ferro manganese and 
spiegeleiaen, two pieces are taken from each end of a 
carloard. On manganese ore, iron ore .and lime, two 
pieces in each end of a carload are broken up and the 
. center pieces taken. A grab sample is made from ten 
different places in cars of Dolomite. magdolite~ fluor. 
spar, syndolite, magnobr~nt, fire cl~ and sand; and 
from ten sacks of flour and aluminum-titanium. Samples 
are taken from the top, middle .and ~ottom of four barrels 
of 50% Ferro-silicon, etc. All these samples are only 
. ' .. " 
rough ones, but ar~ quite sati.sflil,ctory ~or the nature of 
They are reduced to a small :fraction of 
. .... :. . . ' 
the analysis. 
... ~·· . -
the whole, pulverized where necessary and put through 
. .. . ~... ·~ .. ~ .. . . .. , . ' 
a 100-mesh sieve, except the cl~ and sand, to make an 
assay sample. 
A :few years ago, standard ladle teste were 
adopted~ At :present they are not strictly adhered to, 
but a statement of them will give a.n idea about what is 
be,nc 4one: 
1. The test ingot should be of a designated 
size. 
2. ~ree tests per melt should be taken on 
all m~lts of v~rious sizes. 
3. Drillings from each ingot analyzed separate-
. . 
ly,. When consu..-rner desires rep or~ of analysis, .the ingot 
taken from the center of the heat should be used. 
4. Ingot tests should be taken as follows: 
1. After 5th mold, or when about 
2000 pounds of steel has been poured. 
2. After half the heat has been 
poured. 
3. At the last of the heat and if 
more than 2000# is poured, the sate on the 
last mold is taken for a test instead of 
the third ingot., 
4. The. drill hole should be bored 
at the centre of the bottom of the ingot. 
s. A. half inch drill should be used .. 
, ' ' .. 
e. The drillings for 1/4" should be 
rejeoted. 
7. The depth of drill in ingot 
representing ~illings taken for analysis 
should be 1~5/4•. 
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Tests on the ingot heats are taken where wanted 
and analysis made per instructions, which vary for differ-
ent heats,. being on the f~rs~, middle or last of the heat., 
On sand heats the complete analysis is made on the center 
of the heat and only a phosphorus deter.r.tina.tion made of 
the last part. 
The test ingots on the insot heats are allowed 
to cool in the atmosphere until cool enough to be handled, 
or about two hours. Not so much care is taken with the 
sand heat test ingots. 
The steel. analysis consists of. a dete:rm.ina... 
tion of the carbon, phosphorous, manganese, silicon and 
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Lphur content. Outside of a smal} percentage of 
Lrlized impurities, such as oxidea, ~~lptides, and 
Licat~a ~f iron and gase~ua impurities such as 
. ' 
'~ogen, nitrogen and carbon monoxide, the balance of 
! steel is iron. The first fi"Ve elements mentioned run 
a rule about a.a follows: C .,24% - .30%: Un .,60% to .so%; 
.~- ... ; Phos.Ol5%- .05%; S.025% ~.045~. So the largest 
~t of the steel is iron. The oxidized or gaseous impuri-
!S in commercial work 3re aPlq~m determined since their 
recta are about nil on the physical properties of steel. 
· Occasionally an alloy or n high carbon st6el is 
'e but as a rule, the stP.~ls fall within the soft and 
li um hi'!;h a.'\ ,...1.nn. '!'he carbon exists in the steel as 
>n and manganese carbides Fe3 0 and un3c. It is upon 
~ carbon content which the annealing or any subsequent 
lt treatment depends and the heat treatment, upon the 
1di tion in w~i ch the steel is wu.nted- whether soft and 
:tile or high strength and elastic limit with fair 
:tili ty. 
It is not definitely known whether the silicon 
lets merely in solution in the steel or as an iron 
Licide. FeSi. In which-ever form it may exist, it is 
)Won that up to several tenths of one per cent, silicon 
Ul does not materiallY affect the properties of steel. 
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Steel of satisfactory.quality contains from.a 
trace to 0.1 per cent of phosphorus. It is held in 
solution in the iron as an iron phosphide, Fe3P. Phos~ 
phorus above the percentage mentioned makes steel very 
brittle. This brittleness is d~e to tl'.,e enlv.rgement of 
the grains of the steel and possibly to the fact that 
the phosphide is segregated. 
Steel of a satisfactor,r co~uercial quality may 
contain from a mere trace to 0.1 per cent sulphur, but 
specifications usually call for 0.05 per cent or less. 
It exists as manganese sulphide, Kn&, or as an iron 
manganese sulphide Fe3 Jn2Se. It is a well known fact 
that manganese and sulphur when broueht togeth~r at a 
high temperature, have a very great affinity for each 
other and combine readily to form MnS. The KnS as su~ 
or MnS and FeS in Fe3 Mn2 s5 are pre;'lent in the steel a.s 
mechanical inclusions. If sufficient nanganese is not 
present to take care of the sulphur, which is seldom if 
ever the c:aae, an iron :3Ulphide is for?ned which causes the 
steel to become weak and brittle. 
Whatever rna.nganese is left, after the sulphur 
is taken care of, goes to form a manganese carbide, ~3c .. 
It is associated with the iron carbife in forming cementite. 
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In the small perc:e1tage in Which the nanGr.tnese exists 
it impro-rred the quality of the steel. The hic;he::- :perct:mt-
ages, say from ~ to 6%~ man~anese s~eel is very brittle 
unless properly heat treated. 
Having the chemical analysis of a steel and 
knowine how the elements act which ha:ve been mentioned, 
v:rith the aid of ato:mio ·;veigr.-ts, tile probable chemical 
composition of a steel can be estimated. Using a steel 
of about an average chemical analysis, say 0.85 per cent 
carbon, O .. ?O per cent manganese, 0 10 045 per cent sulphur, 
0.05 per cent phosphorus and 0.03 per cent silicon. the 
following chemical coropoai tion ma,.v be expected: 
c .... 25% 
Mnw-. ?O% -
S- • 045% 
P- .05" 
Si- • 30% -
Fe (by dif:f') 
pre3c- 3. oa% 
Mn 3C- ,0.67:-' 
JibS ... 0.12% 




About a half hour before a heat is tapped, a 
preliminary test is sent into the laboratory for a phos-
phorus determination. 
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A 1.1- gram sa.m.Pl.e. is. taken and put into a 
250 c.c. Eler1neyer flask and 35 c. c. (5) of nitric a:cid 
added. After violent action is over caused by addition 
of acid, the flask is placed on the hot p~ate until. the 
steel is entirely digested. About 2 c.c. of chromic 
acid (10) are added to completely oxidize the phosphorus 
to P2o5. The solution is put into a Goetz tube in which 
about 30 c.c. of molybdic acid solution has been poured. 
The tube is placed in a centrifugal settler and run for a 
few minutes. If a~ phosphorus is present, it wil.l appear 
as a yellow precipitate in the bottom of the graduated 
stem of the bulb where it can be roughly calculated in 
hundredth of a per cent. If more than a trace is present, 
it is reported to the mel.ter. 
As the heat nears completion, tests are sent in 
for perliminary carbon determinations. These tests are 
conducted in about the same manner as the regular carbon 
. determination, so i'Vill be explained with it. 
PHOSPHORUS 
2 grams drillings are dissolved in 35 c.c. 
nitric acid (5) in a 250 c.c. Elerneyer flask. After 
violent action is over due to addition of acid, the 
flask is placed on a hot plate at a gentle heat until 
the steel is digested. 3 c.c.KMn04 solution (6) are 
. . 
added to complete the oxidation of the phosphorus to 
P205 and the excess reduced with tartaric acid (7). 
When the solution becomes clear, it is removed from the 
hot plate and allowed to cool until the ~oluti?n is about 
85 degrees c. 60 c. c • .Ammonimum llolydate ( 8) is added 
and.~he phosphorus co~~s down as ammonium phosphododeca 
molybdate. A good many conditions accompany this deter-
mination and it must be carefully done. '!'he ppt. is 
allowed to settle, filtered, washed well with cold water 
until acid free .•. and ppt. ~~d filter placed in the same 
flask in which it was ppted. 10 c. c. more or less of 
potassium hydroxide solution (9) are added from a burette, 
or sufficient to dissolve the ppt. The paper is thoroughly 
masticated 30-50 c.c. of neutral C02 free water and 3 drops 
of phenolphthalein (12) added and the e:x:oess pf)tassiua 
' • .< . 
hydroxide titrated ag•inst a nitric acid solution (11) 
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which exactly matches the.potassium k1dnoxide. The 
difference between the number of o.c. of hydroxide added 
and the number of c.c. of acid used X factor if any, gives 
percentage of Phosphorus in O.Olth%. 
CARBON 
Carbon on sand heats is determined by color; 
on ingot. and high carbon heats, by combustion. The color 
method depends upon the fa.ot that combined carbon imparts 
a characteristic bro~n color to nitric acid. 
A standard steel of the same kind and same heat 
treatment and within 3 or 4 points on either side of the 
steel to be compared, is neceasar.y. A 0.26~ carbon 
standard is used in the Granite City Plant. Nickel, 
Chromium and manganese in any appreciable amount affect 
the test. Since the test is on combined carbon, to get a 
correct comparison, it is necessary that the steels being 
compared have the same heat treatment. 
On preliminary teats 0.,2 gram samples and on finial 
determinations 0.3. ~ram sa~ples are uesad. !he other di{fer-
ence is that the preliminary is hastened on a sand bath 
while the final is completed on a hot water bath and given 
more time. A preliminary test must be made within three to 
five minutes. A sample of both a standard and steel under 
test are weighed and place4_in separate 30-50 e.c. test tubes 
1i2 
and 5 c. c. of ni trio acid (.5) added to each; a.:fter 
ciolent action in over, if a prel~minary, it is placed 
on a sand bath and a :final in a hot water bath. As soon 
as the steel is digested, the tubes are cooled and the 
solutions transferred to graduated comparison tubes and 
the color compared by means of a colorimeter. 
The standars is diluted to 13 c.c. making 
each c.c. equal to two points carbon. The carbon 
solution under test is gradually diluted until the 
colors are matched by means of a colori-meter. !he carbon 
contents are proportional to the volumes. Hence each c.c. 
of carbon solution under test is equal to two points carbon, 
Carbon by combustion depends upon the fact that 
at a high temperature, about 96o0o and above, carbon in 
an atmosphere of ox,vgen ~urns to_ (Co2) carbon dioxide. 
Carbon dioxide can be caught in various wayst two of 
the most practical being in potassium ~d»oxide solution 
and powdered soda lime. Soda lime is here used. 
The apparatus consists of a train in which a 
pressure tube a KOH tube for catching any 002 in the 
o~gen before entering a Ca012 calcium chloride tube to take 
up any moisture and a mercury back pressure tube, precede 
' . "' ·~ ' . '"'" ' "' ~ ' ...... 
the Heskin's Electric Furnace heating chamber and fcllowiqs 
the furnace, a zinc tube to~atch any sulphur which might 
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pass over, a P205 tower to ~ake up any moisture, 
the Fleming Tube which contains the soda lime to 
catch the C02; and F205 to keep the v>Teight of the 
tube constant by catching any moisture which might 
leave the soda lime, and a KOH tube following the 
Fleming tube to prevent any C02 entering the tube 
from the air. About 2 - o% moisture is supposed 
to be present in the soda lime. But it has been 
used with just a little more success with about 5% 
moisture. In the delivery end of the combustion 
tube. a mat of asbestes is placed to insure the 
complete combustion ef' (CO) carbon monoxide to 
(C02) carbon dioxide. Some consider this unncessary. 
A factor weight 2.73 grams, of steel drill-
ings is used and placed in a nickel boat previously 
burned to constant weight. The drillings must be fine 
and in small pieces. The bottom of the boat is covered 
with a thin layer of al i.mldum a.nd the drillings finally 
covered with it to protect the boat. The boat is 
placed in the furnace, proper connections made, and 
enough oxygen is passed through to slowly burn the 
carbon. It takes about 20 minutes to e a det ermina.-
tion. The Fleming bulb is ,~~;·eighed and the difference 
between that weight and the wei&~t previous to starting 
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the comnustion gives the ca~bon content direct in 
percentage. A blank is usually run on the bulb to 
determine whether it is picking up weight from any 
other source except the C02. 
The oxygen comes under about 2000 lbs. 
pressure and is reduced to 30# or 4:0~~ n.nd used at 
about 3 lbs. It is practically free from any 
injurious impurities. 
SILICOll 
A factor weight, 2.35 grams of drillings is 
put into a 250 c.c. casserole and digested in 35 c.c. 
of silicon mixture (1). It is evaporated to dryness 
and baked until so3 fumes are given off to insure 
complete oxidation of Si to Si02 and total reduction 
of R2Si6z. About 35 c.c. of water and 35 c.c. meL (2) 
are added after cooling, to put residue in solution. 
The solution isfiltered hot and the ppt. is washed with 
hot HCl (2) to dissolve any iron salts remaining en filter 
paper. After ~ashing with hot water until free from acia, 
the filter and ppt. is placed in a platinum crucible and 
ignited. Each 10.0 milligram Si02 represents 0.10 x 2,C Si. 
In case of ·an accurate assay-'· SiOa should be 
purified 'by putting a drop of H2 S04 and 3 or 4 c.o. of 
HF o~ the Si02 in the platinum crucible and Si driven off 
as SiF. The difference of weight of crucible after 
purifying and before, gives the true weight of the Si02. 
MANGANESE 
().1 gram of drillings are dissolved in a 1•x12" 
test tube with 10 c.c. of nitric acid (5). The tube is 
placed in a hot water bath until the steel is digested. 
10 c.o. silver nitrate (13) which simply acts as a catali-
zer and 5 grams ( 14) of ammon·ium persulphate are added 
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and the tube replaced in the hot water bath. The 
persulpha.te reduces the manganese nitrate to per-
manganic acid which imparts a pink color to the 
solution. When the persulphate ia about gone, the 
test tube is placed in an ice cold water bath and 
allowed to cool. The solution is transferred to a 
150 c.c. extraction flask and titrated to a pea green 
end point with an arsenite solution (15). ~ach cc 
arsenite solution used is equal to 0.1 of one per cent 
manganese. .The manganese solution should be titrated 
while cold and quite rapidly because the end point is a 
returning one. 
SULPHUR 
5 grams of drilling are placed in a 250 c.c. 
Johnson flask fitted with thistle tube and discharge 
tube. The deliver,y tube is led into a 500 c.e. jar 
containing about 250 c. c. of water and 15 c.c. of (CdC12) 
Cadmium Chloride Solution (4) About 85 c.c. of HCl (2) 
are added to the .flaa~<: by means of the thistle tube, 
the flask placed on the hot plate, and the jar at a 
convenient distance from same, to keep the Cd 012 
solution from becoming hot. This solution Should be 
cold, otherwise the standard iodine solution against which 
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it is titrate& volatil;izes, givirJ.g higl?- sulphur 
results. The sulphur present passes over as H2S 
and is converted into CdS in the jar. When the steel 
is co:npletely digestedt the apparatus is disconnected, 
100 c.c. HCl (2) added to the jar and the resultant H2S 
titrated immediately against the standard iodine solution 
(3) to a distinct blue end ~oint. The number of c.c. s x 
the factor of the solution) if ~1y, gives the percentage 
of ~ulphur in hundredths of one per cent. (o.Ol) 
1.. SILICON MIXTURE: 
385 c.c.s Nitric Acid (1.4) sp. 
gravity 
250 c.c.s Sulphuric Acid 
1150 c.c.s Water 
2. HYDROGEN CI-ILORIDE: 1 part stron~; acid, i part 
water. 
3,. IODI:f.ill SOLUTION; 
Iodine 9.15 gra~s 
Potassium Iodide 20.6 
2000 c.c. water. 
grams ~Put i. n solution 
in 30 c. c. 
of water. 
Solution is standa.rized against a standard 
steel of known sul¥>hur content and the factor 
estimated. 
4. CADMIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTION: 
Cadmimu Chloride- 50 gr.ams dissolved 
in 500 c. ~'J. water 
Ammoniwn HYdroxide- 2500 c.c. 
Water 800 c,. c. 
Starch- 12 grams 
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A paste if made .of the starch a.nd added to . 
200 200 c.c. of boiling water and it to the 
solution. 
5. NITRIC ACID: 1.2 sp. gravity: 
4200 c. c. water 
3000 c.c. Nitric Acid, 1.42 
sp. gra.vi ty 
6. POTA8:·3IU!\! :f:lER~GANATE- lOln04 
· 10% Sol uti on,. 
7 • TARTlL'\IC ACID: 
10" Solution 
a. AMMONit~! MOLYBDATE: 
Molybdic Acid- 225 grams 
Ammonium EYdroxide- 500 c.o. 
Water- 500 c. c. 
The above mix added slowly to 2500 c.c. of 
Nitric Acid (1.2 sp. gravity) stirred and 
cooled durin& operation. Add 3 c.c. of a 
' 
10% solution of microscopic salt, allow to 
settle and filter. 
9. POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION: 
10" Solution 
10. CHROMIC ACID: 
Water ... ?'5 c.c.s 
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11. NITRIC ACID: 
10% Solution 
No. 9 and 11 are matched and standatized 
against a steel of a known phos,horus 
content and the factor esth'l.uted. 
12. P:H.'El'WLPHTHAJ ... EIN: 
1 gram 
100 c.c. grain alcohol 
13. SILVER NITRATE: 
Silver Nitrate Crystals C.P. 




~. >& <II 
c. c. 
20 c.c. Stock Solution j 
14. PERSULPHATE: 
Crystals C.P .. 
15. AR3ENITE SOI .. UTIOl~: 
Sodium Carbonate ... 36 grams 
Arsenious Acid- 10 grams 
Water- 1000 c.c 
Stock Solution- 68 c.c. 









~ Desk ~ solution 
Solution is ataJidarize a.gain~t a ~teel of · 
known Manganese content and the factor 
esti1na ted. 
16. RECLA:UTION OF !JIOJJYBDIC ACID FROM PHOSPHORUS 
DETER?.UNATION FU .. TRATE: 
Add to 2 liters of fil tr;l-te. 4fi 
grams of Sodium biphosphate. Stir and allow to settle. 
Decant and wash ppt. by decantation three or four times. 
Dry and store. 
~r~p!r!t!ou gf_Sgl~t!ou 
175 grams yellow ppt. added to 500 c.c. 
water and after shaking :W~~~-a~d 7~0 ~.c .. strong ammonium 
hydroxide and 30 grams Ka~ne•ium Nitrate in 100 c.,c. of 
water. Filter ~~d add filtrate slowly to 1200 c.c. of 
strong nitric acid add 700 c.,c. water. 
Beside the aoove a~l~tions for heat work. other 
standards are kept on hand for general work. 
17. TENTH NOR:,{AL SOLUTION OF PO'l'.I.SSIUJ[ PER.L\.."iGANATE: 
3.16 grams C.P. KKn04 crystals 
1000 c.,c. water. 
Standardized-against Ferrous Ammonimum Sulphate., 





18. TENTH l~OPJ:JIAL POTASSIUM: DICI-IRO~!ATE; 
4.9 grams C .. P .. Potassium Dichronate crystals 
Standardize aga.inst iron wire and Ferrous Ammonium 
Sulphate. Used for iron determinatione. 
19. TENTH NOIUlAL IODINE SOLUTION: 
12.9 grams Iodine C.P. Crystals 
25 grams C.P. Potassiu.:rn Iodine crystals )30 c.c. 
)water 
1000 c. c. wa.ter., 
Standardized against a standard dichromate solution 
along with a Thiosulphate standard. Used on tin 
determinations. 
20. TENTH NOR!!LAL THIOSUIJPHATE SOLUTION: 
16.0 grams C.P. Thiosulphate crystals 
1000 c.c. water. 
Sta.ndardized as indicated in 19. Used on copper 
determinations. 
21.. SILICON SOIJUTION FOR 10% FERRO SILICON: 
Water- 725 c. c. 
Nitric Acid-325 c.c. 
Sulphuric Acid-125 c.,c. 
Hydrochloric Acid-50 c,.c. 
STOCK ANALYSIS 
Under the head of stock analysis will be 
included, beside stock material~ pig iron, coalt coke 
and fuel oil. A number of the determinations on ~3tock 
material a.re similar with some variations to steel. 
For instance, pig iron, with a few differences in 
assay sa~ple weights and ~inor points in method. 
Determinations only will be indicated on the following: 
Pig Irqn- sulphur, silicon, phosphorus and 
manganese. Pig is bought from several compr,.nies and 
buying specifica.tions call for about the follo,ving 
alalysis: s- 0.05~ or under; In· 1.0% or over; Si- 1.3-
1,.% or· unde.r; Phos- 0.5% or under. 
Spiegelei,un- manganese, which should t~ll 
between 18. and 22.0%; silicon between 1. - 4.% and 
Phos •• 1·.5~. Some grades run up as high as so% Mn. 
§a~d- fineness which should run about 35. . 
• .. • • so. 
Flour- Ash running about 1.2 to 2.0,. 
Al-Ti- Aluminum 12-15%; Titanium 4-8~; and the balance 
iron. 
10% Ferro.sili¥on- Silicon approximate~ 1~. 
50~ Ferro Silicon- Silicon between 48 -50%, depending 
on what grade it is. 
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Iron Ore. Fe falling between.55% to ?6%; 
Silica 1 to 5%~ Phos. up to 0~5%. A complete analysis 
is not madw which w·ould be more extensive. The iron 
ore is either Hematite or !lag11eti te. 
¥,anganese 0rEt-1ln falling between 28% to. 51%; 
' . ' ' . . ' ' . 
Silica 1% to 5%; Phos. up to 0.5%. The moat common 
ores of manganese are :pyrolusite a.nd brawnite. 
Ferro-Manganese- Mn various percentages up to 
ao%, depending upon the grade. 
Lime- Loss on ignition; Silica; R203. consisting 
of Al203• P205, FeO and any other axides of tJ:l.is group; 
MgO and Ca.O of which lime contains a very large per cent, 
' ' 
say between ?7% and 93%, depending upon the quality of 
the material. 
Slag- FeO; P205; MnO; CaO; Si02; Al20:;; MgO. 
A slag analysis is only run for slag control in case it 
is running b~d. It is very essential that the slag 
contain a large excess of CaO or lime to take care o:f 
the excess phosphorus or rather to eliminate it ·.from 
the steel bath. 
Iaemebrent""' R203; CaO; :MgO; Si02; loss on 
ignition. 
STOCK A..'tfLAYS!S (Continued) 
Dolomi-tE!, ~_sdoli te, f1Zndoli tt- Loss on 
ignition; Si02. 
Coal and coke analysis is seldom made, but 
-
when so, only an approximate analy:Jis. On coal, it 
consists in the determination of moisture, volatile 
matter, :fixed carbon and ash; on coke, ash an<l porosity. 
On Fuel Oil the Baum' o~ specific gravity is 
taken. To be of the proper quality it should run about 
27.00 Baume' at sooc. Modern conditions demand that 
any fuels should be bought on E.T.U. basis rather than 
on a tonnage basis, for coal and coke,and gallon or 
barrel basis for oil. 
Some analyses are only occasionallY done and 
will be simply mentioned as follows: 
Babbit metals, solder, aluminum in steel, 
fluorspar, impurities in aluminum, linseed oil, nickel 
in steel, bauxite, and some which have already been 
alluded to. For any of these just mentioned or any of 
the analyses, flow sheets are available. 
. .. .. . 
Most ~tock is bought under specifications, as 
has been already indicated and the analysis on such is 
made to deter-mine if it falls within the limits or is 
,_, ·~ ... > ~ • "'"' ~ ""' "" • •• • • 
up to s~an~1:<l• As a rule, mat:-r~~;_,".c~mes in•, but 
ocoaeSonal~ something must be rejected. 
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A N.N E A L I N G 
~ " - - - w u - ~ 
Steel when melted in the open hearth attains 
a temperature approximating 1800 ... 2000° c. Upon 'being 
poured into a mould, the metal next the sand is cooled 
to the solid condition at once, while the inner and 
larger mass of metal remains moulten for varying lengths 
of time, depending on the size of the casting. 
O• account of the outside shell cooling quickly, 
the crystals, making up the structure are smaller than 
those which form in the interior of the casting, owing 
to the difference in time allowed for growth from the 
liquid state. These crystals grow under peculiar 
conditions. The metal while in the liquid state has 
increased in ,rolume from the solid. With the formation 
of the shell on the outside at once~ and the moulten mass 
in the center, the shell w~ll be relatively larger than 
the total shrinkage of the hot metal to solid. •aking 
due allowance for the head to feed metal to the interior 
forming crystalw, nevertheless, there will be a tendency 
for the crystals to pull upon each other as the' center 
becomes solid, causing internal strains. 
Besides the time allowed for the growth of 
crystals, the metal cools from a high temperature through 
a range in which large crystals are pronounced, with a 
resultant brittleness and hardness. Scme idea of how 
?? 
brittle the metal is, me.y be gained from. flogging 
floor practice. On small heads and gates it is only 
necessary to nick and strike them a hard blow to 
remove them from the casting, leaving an almostwue 
surface with but little grinding. 
To reduce the internal strains, brittleness 
and extreme hardness, is the purpose ofannealing. 
Annealing operating consists of three distinct steps: 
(1) heating the meaal, (2·) keeping its temperature 
constantly at the annealing temperature and (3) cooling 
from the annealing to atmospheric temperature. 
It will Det be necessary to go into detail 
. 
of the annealing from a physical chemistry standpOint, 
except to say that every different "C" content steel 
has a different temperature to which it Should be 
heated. The proper temperature to which it should be 
heated is that temperature or critical point at which 
there is a change in the_steel, completely changing 
the previous structure frQJU coarse grained, brittle 
and hard steel, to fine grained, ductile and soft 
steel. A few critical temperatures are as follows: 
•c.. Content 
• 12 ... ,.25 
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Temperature - Critical 
1544° ~ 1598° •• 
1499° - 1544° 7. 
14540 - 14990 ~. 
The usual run of steel in the foundry, 
except on special heats lies between .25 ""' ,.50 ttctt 
content, and should be heated to the temperature 
indica. ted. 
In ca.se of ca.st steel it ha.a been found that 
it is necessary to heat slightly above the critical 
temperature or there will be no desired annealing 
effect,. 
To obtain the proper results the furnace 
charge should be brought to the proper temperature 
slowly, allowing all castings to become heated. 
evenly throughout. The time to accomplish this 
varies with the si&e of the casting. If castings 
of any magnitude are heated too rapidly, the atruct-
ura,l changes will be so w:reven that the reaul ting 
casting will be warped and cracked. After the steel 
baa been brought to the d•sired temperature it is 
necessary to hold it at that point at least an hour 
or more varying with the size of the piece. 
The rate of cooling depends upon the nature 
of the effect desired. If softness and ductility are 
wanted (for ee.se in :ma.chini.ng) at the sacrifice of 
strength and elasticity, the cooling should be slow 
and in the furnace in which heated. If hardness for 
-?9 
wearing power, strength and ela~ticity at the 
sacrifice of ductility, the cooling should be in 
air or in a quenching agent such as oil, brine, or 
even water. 
The castings should be racked in such a 
way that they do not rest upon each other. The 
furnace should be constructed so that the hot gases 
pass through and about the castings freely and not 
have all the flame buck up against one side of the 
racked material, resulting in too rapid and over 
heated castings on one aide and under heated on the 
other. 
Since heating and cooling has much to do 
with the proper annealing result~ small castings and 
large castings should be racked separately and anneal-
ed aeparately. The different size pieces need entirely 
different heat teeatment. Should they be annealed 
together, the result is apparent. 
If the fuel used is oxidizing in its effect 
upon the casting surface, the castings should be placed 
. . 
in pits and packed so that the gases cannot attack the 
metal because the oxides formed upon the castings tend 
to decarburize the st~el. 
The ideal appe,ranoe of a casting, after 
-
being annealed~ is a reddish.hue. If blue, it has 
been over-oxidized. 
TESTING 
- - - .... Mill ... ... 
Following are a few of the most important 
A, s. T. K. standard specifications for steel castings. 
Tensile 
Elastic Limit 
Jlongation in 2• 
Red. of Area 
:Bend Test 
Bard I 






Kedium I Soft I 


















Process must be the open hearth. 
Analysis shall be taken from ladle. 
Yield point shall be determined by drop beam .. 
Fracture must be silky or fin.e granular. 
Bend specimens shall be 1" x t" in section. 
Tension specimens sb.a.ll be 2t" x t" in section 
The purpose in giving the foregoing, is because 
most companies have their own specifications, all of 
which are governed by the A. s. T. M. standard, and 
a.pproxima.te, as a fair average, the standard. Some 
have adopted the standard; H .. Y. c. All companies 
specify the chemical analysis and a corresponding 
physical teat4 
The average :run of the American Steel Foundry 


















On all castings requiring a teat, a test 
coupon is cast on the casting unless too small and 
then a test block of the same heat is made. The 
coupon ia put through the same heat treatment as 
the casting so that it will apJJ!'oxirr.ate the steel 
under test. Before the coupon is knocked off the 
casting, it is numbered and the corresponding number 
painted on the casting. The numbers are consecutive 
. . 
in the filling scnems, snd are independent of any of 
the company marks. Any necessary information, such 
as name of customer., date cast., pattern number, nature 
of casting, is filed 'With the number so that it is 
easily identified. After the bars a~e ~ested, the 
remaining part which has not been machined is matched 
on the casting to assure the foreign inspector that the 
bar in question belongs to the casting. The machine 
used in pullin~ tests is a Riehle' Eros. 300.000# 
capacity and operated upon laboratory principles. 
u 
lfi!ALLURGY 0.11 S'l'DL CAST'IN'GS 
MOULDING PRAO'l'IOB 
DRY F.LOOR KOULDING 
.......... -~..... ,... .,._ 
It would be an endless task to give the 
names of all the castings, the moulds of which are 
made in any department, but on the dry floor, large 
work is mostly handled such as wheel-centers, rolls, 
driving boxes andbridge blocks all sizes, ladle trunions, 
cylinders, cy1inder heads, deck plates, annealing vats 
and trays, blank gears, spur wheels and bevel gears all 
sizes, motor and engine fra."nes, globe valves,· elbows. 
all sizes, riding rings, coupling b~xes, ladles, hammer 
block.s, hammer arms, forge dies, and. others too numerous 
to mention. 
The moulder's tools and materials are first 
essentials in mauldin~. A trowel, stick, hammer, lifter, 
hand and air rammer and shovel are necessary tools. The 
wood or metal franes containing the rn.ould are called 
flasks. The mould is made up of two parts, and sometimes 
three or more c~lled cope, cheek and drag. The cope 
consists of the top flasks, the cheek any center, and the 
drag the bottom flasks. Other materials are follow boards. 
gaggers, rods. clamps, wedges, nails, paste, plates, bars, 
heads, burnt and facing sand, molasdes and silica wash. 
The moulding of a particular elbow for a blast 
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furnace will first be considered. ~he pattern is spl;t 
and has a uumber o·r loose pieces called draw-outs 
attached with dowel pins. The :pattern, if new, and 
sometimes even though old, is first oiled with kerosene 
oil. The oil keeps the facing sand from sticking to the 
new or old pattern, but is not used to any great extent. 
In !iL symme·trical pattern like a. pipe, it is 
imrr~terial which part of the pattern, as far as the 
draft is concerned, is placed in a four foot drag, with 
the exception that the half containing the joining dowel 
pins is left for the cope. The drag half of the pattern 
is placed on a follow board, joint down. A gate consist ... 
ing of a piece of 2i inch pips is set in place so that a 
bottom gate ca.n be cut.. Facing sand, about -.n inch and a 
half thick is carefully placed about the pattern. About 
ten inches of burnt sand is thrown ont and after kneading 
with the hand. ra..rnmer, · the air rammer i a used. About one 
ramming will bring the sand up to the loose pieces. 
~hese are carefully put in their places and facing rammed 
by hand about them. The dowel pins which extend through 
the parts are withdrawn, The burnt sand which has been 
forced about the pattern is cleaned away and more facing 
and burnt sand added., This ramming brings the sand high 
enough to give more. attention to the gate. 
ee 
Gates are of varjous kinds. The most 
important are bottom gates, side gates, end gates and 
swirl gates. Whatever kind, it is necessary to make 
a gate so that it will break the onrush of the ingoing 
metal and save the mould. ~ much experimenting, it 
has been found that a shallow wide gate, with a alight 
indentation where the meta.l first hits the bottom is 
best. In placing sates, they should be set with reter• 
ence to the risers~ The metal should find its way 
through the mould before finding the head. 
In this particular case, a bottom gate is 
used. A piece of 1" x 3" board is set vertical on one of 
the flanges and facing about 3 inches thick ramr.o.ed about 
it. The facing is lenled off and both stick and pipe 
are wi thdra.wn. A channel about 1" x 2" is cut from the 
opening left b,1 the stick to the opening left b.1 the pipe. 
The channel is washed with silica wash, covered with 
slab corea or fire clay brick, another flask is added and 
the ramming proceeds until the whole pattern is covered 
and the sand is level with the bottom of the flask. The 
sand is smoothed off, a :plate is set in place, and both 
it and tl1e follow board are clamped on. 
With the assistance of a crane, the drag is 
rolled over,. The follaw board is tuen off a.n<1 tl1e mould's 
a7 
surface smoothed tlown. 7-'he other. half of the pattern 
is set 7 a flask put on and set to the yin holes. Bars 
are placed on the flask about and free from the pattern, 
leaving places for risers about 5" x 9" on the flanges. 
Parting sand is thrown over the drag to keep the facing 
of the drag and the facing in the cope from sti c~ing. 
The gate pipe is put in its place. A thin 
layer of facing about an inch, is scattered over the 
pattern and mould. Gaggers are then pasted witn mud 
and set so that they set firmly against the bars and 
joint. The ramming process goes on as before, fir.HJt 
kneading well with the hand rammer. The sand is rammed 
some harder than in the drag to insure a good lift. 
There is such a thing as rwnming solid but not too hard. 
If too hard, the pattern will not draw clean; if not hard 
enough., the sand may fall out. After the first ram, the 
bars are paated a.nd ·another flask added. Since the 
pattern extends into the cope and the heads are placed 
on the flanges, they are not set until the ra.mm.ing brings 
the sand up to about where they are placed. Small risers 
called :po:p heads are set on the pro4;totl.oa.a on the cope 
side to take care of any gas which migllt keep the metal 
from rising into the CJl.Yity. Two rammings :fill the 
flasks. The gate and heads are withdrawn, a little 
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facing placed in the h&ad . hole and ra~ned down. The 
risers and gate are washed 'Ni th silica. wash. The two 
cope flasks are cl~ped together and if pins have not 
been used at the joint two or three chisel marks 
exte~ding over the joint edge of the drag and cope 
are cut at equa.l in:terv;ala on the f lasks to facilitate 
correct closing. 
The cope is lifted and turned over. Molasses 
water is sprinkled around the edge of the pattern. The 
pattern is rapl"Jed with a block of wood and hammer to 
loosen it front the sand. It is withdrawn with the aid 
of woodscrews and is sometimes rapped as it is being 
withdrawn. Some care must be exerc ised in drawing the 
draw-outs. The facing i s cut out of the opening or neck 
to the heads and made eliptical in shape tapering toward 
the top of the head. Thetheads 
are cut this shape to give ease in 
removing the head metal. 
The metal when hot has 
increased in volume and will de-
crease when it becomes cold. The 
cooling takes place s l owly :from 
t he outs i de, which becomes a shell 
alrnost immediately, to the center. 
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Should a casting be poured without a riser, when it 
cools it 1Nould .. ?e .. scrap. bec~\lse_ of 'the shrink ho~ea 
in it. The head .. i.s made la.rg.e enough to carry a mass 
of hot molten metal to fed the graduall7 cooling 
casting. The neck of the head is_ made . co_rreapondingly 
large. so that it ~ill stay open as long as the casting. 
~~ 11_~~s. ~~e .. I>~t on any sharp edges to cause 
the metal to 18\Y' against the mould better. The edge 
of the mould is finished off smoothly and any breaks 
patched~ ~el?-,~e11ny nails and fin.iahing nails a.re 
tacked all over the surface of the cope. In the drag 
fi,niahi~~ nails a.re large enough and a large number are 
placed ~t the gate entrance to keep the ingoing :r:n.etal 
from cutting the .mould. ~hese nails answer two purposes: 
one to give a ?~ea.n casting;. and ~wo_, ~? h~lp kee:p the 
sand from the cope from being drawn down by_ the hot metal., 
Brackets are cut .between the flange and pipe. 
' ... ~ . . . .. .. .. . . '. . . ~ .. . . .. " , ' . . . 
A bracket is simply a small slit ~bout *" wide~ various 
lengthst cut into the mould. When the metal flows into 
it, it cools at once. 
Brackets are used very much and it is easier 
to explain their purpose by referring to a '\~heel hub •. 
Jete figure. 
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Where the spokes jain the hub, there is a 
greater mass of metal tnan in any one spoke alone. 
Hence the spoke cools faster and consequently shrinks 
faster than the hub. Any cracking usually takes--place 
when the metal is dn its transformation stage bet1reen 
the liquid and solid when it is more like paste. The 
spoke passes this point before the hub and is stronger, 
and since it i3 shrinking faster, tends to pull on the 
pasty mass wnich gives readily. 
Here the bracket plays its part. 
It is strong metal before either 
hub o~ spoke and keeps the stronger 
from destroying the weaker. This 
explanation will hold true for most 
any bracket. 
The dirt is cleaned out of 
the mould and molasses water sprink-
led over it to act, when it dries, 
as a binder. The mould is washed 
with a silica wash, conaisting of 
silica, salt, molasses ru1d water. The wash when dry gives 
a smooth surface for the metal to lie on and tends to 
produce a cleaner casting. 
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The mould is now ready for the oven. It is 
placed on iron carts and pulled into the drying oven. 
The temperature is gradually brought up to between 600 
degrees Fahr. and 700 degrees Fahr. and the rtlould is 
left there about 8 or 12 hours, depending on the size 
of the mould. From the oven it is pulled out to the 
dry floor. 
Before passing to the dry floor a few more 
types of moulds will be considered. 
Some patterns are not so easily placed on 
the follow board as the one first described; for 
instance, a bevel gear large enough to require a four 
foot flask. 
Experience has taught that it 
is beat to put the tooth section 
in the drag. It is apparent 
from the rough sketch that to 
do this it would be necessary 
to turn the spoke side down on 
the follow board. But the ~oke 
side is constructed so that it 
would not be advantageous to do 
so unless a special follow board 
was made. 
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Tnere are various ways.to overcome this. one of which 
would be to fill a flask with burnt sand and ram up 
about the aha.pe of the spoke side. Add enough loose 
sand to permit the pattern to be "batted• in so that 
the base of the teeth would be even with the top edge 
of the flask. Another flask is added • 
.A special :facing, Dl&de for gears of all kinds, 
and large flat surfaces and pockets is placed about the 
teeth. This facing is made stronger and gives a cleaner 
casting. lfails are placed between the teeth to strengthen 
them. In modern practice" nails are being discarded to 
some extent. Roll f~oing is placed about the balance of 
the pattern, a bottom gate cut, reeding through the hub 
on each side of the core, more burnt sand added until 
ramming is finished, follow plate put on and clamped, and 
the :flasks clamped together. The flasks are rolled over 
and. the follow flask removed including the burnt sand. 
The spoke side is now up and the operations of adding 
cope flasks, facing, gaggers and heads-. similar 'to 
what has been ex:pJ.ained. Three heads about 5 11 x g• are 
placed on the rim of the gear and a larger one a.t the 
hub. On account of the head at t..lte hub it ia necessary 
to place a ring of soft iron about the core print to 
hold the co%e when the neck of the head is at. The 
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pattern is lifted with the cope with the assistance 
of wood screws wh i ch are ·put t hrough convenient places 
in the cope and fastened. The usual finishing is done 
and the moul<l is r ea.dy for the oven. 
Rolla are made with a sweep pattern. The 
pattern consists of a long lt" board, cut the shape of 
the roll . It is centered on a shaft and the shaft 
centered in the mould on cross bars. The gate is made 
of fire clay tile and enters the mould at the bottom 
through the gate cavity. An enormous head is necessar • 
The flask is filled with burnt aand · 
and facing and rammed even with the 
joint edge of the flask. A cut is 
made through the facing about the 
width and length of the pattern. 
The pattern is fixed in place and 
by means of a handle is swung down 
on the sand. Aa outline of the 
pattern is thus made and more fac-
ing is cut out following the lines . 
of the pattern. The sweep is again 
forced down and by this out and try Inethod, the facing 
is gradually swept out to the shape of the mould. In 
the cope side, rods, paste, nails and hemp rope are 
used to hold the sand in place. The drag has only paste 
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and nails on the mould surface. After being smoothed 
down with slick and trowel and the wabbler put in, the 
usual finishing is done and the completed mould is placed 
in the oven. 
There are occasions when moul~s are made from 
a skeleton pattern. A large elbow, about 5 ft. inside 
diameter and containing about 2i inches·of surface metal, 
nange on each end, was cast. !he pattern was only an 
outline of the ea.sting. Instead of l'laking a core box 
for the core part, the core was made in the mould. A 
large arbor to carry the weight of the core was first 
made. It consisted of a frame of metal bars east to 
the shape of the elbow. 
The 4rag was rammed up about the shape of the 
pattern. The drag half ef the pattern was placed in 
and the drag completed, bringing the facing through the 
skeleton even with the inner surface. A bottom gate in 
the flange was use4. Parting powder was sprinkled over 
the surface of the mould, the arbor hung in place and 
the drag half of the core made. The cope half of the 
pattern was set and the core built up, bringing the 
facing through even with the outside of the Skeleton. 
The cope was completed. 11aing two large heads, one oa 
each flange, and lifted. !he facing on the core part ,. 
was cut out to the inside of the skeleton and the cope 
half of the pattern drawn. The finishing touches were 
added to this part and the whole core lifted and the 
other half finished and the whole dried by building a 
fire under it. The facing in the drag was cut to the 
outside of the pattern and the pattern drawn. Both cope 
and drag were finished and dried with charcoal since the 
mould was too large for the oven. 
The necessary means for carrying off the gases 
were provided. When the metal is poured into the moulds, 
gases and also steam in green moulds are evolved. It is 
essential that they be carried aw~ or they will ruin the 
casting by making blow holes in the hot metal. In large 
moulds that are not put in the oven~ and also in some 
that are, a. layer of cinders is first placed in the drag 
to act as vents. In green sand, vents are put in the 
cope with a vent rod. In dry sand the sand is practi~ 
ally free from moisture and permits the gases to escape 
through the sand recesses. Since vents are placed in 
the cores, vents to convey the gas from them. must be 
made i~ the mould. This is done on the dry floor. 
There is no end of wqs to do moulding. 
These few methods were used to give some iclea how it 
is done. Just a. few general remarks. 
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A large number of blank gears are made. 
Some are cast v ert i cal a nd som~ horizontal. The 
arguments in favor of the vertical are that it 
saves head metal and gives a more sound casting. 
The head is cut as shown and shows to some extent 
why a better casting is the result of this method. 
The neck is free to contract with the casting, 
doing away with any possibility of cracking due to 
this cause. Each part above feeds the part below 
which is another reason. If all heads could be cut 
thus it would do away with 
"digging out" heads. 
In any _pookets, nails, 
if small, and gasgera, if 
large, a.re u3ed in the drag 
to strengthen and in the cope, 
to help lift. 
In case there are a 
nuaber of ribs on a casting 
causing deep large poctets, a 
mixture of saw dust and sand 
i ·s u sed in them to insure give 
in the mould when the metal cools and shri ks to keep 
the casting from otacking. In the panels between the 
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spokes of wheel centers and large spur wheels and blank 
gears, . the sand ill dug out and loo9ened to some extent 
for the same purpose. A parting pwwder, made of bone 
ash is used instead of parting sand for parting purposes. 
A large number of moulds are 1nerely outlines of 
a casting, since the cores form the larger part. Eor 
instance in a certain deck plate mould there were 15 
cores both large and small. 
DRY FLOOR 
The moulds are drawn out of the oven on the 
dry floor side and placed on the floor by means of 
cranes. 
The elbow before mentioned is brushed out to 
loosen any dirt which may be sticking to the mould. The 
core is dressed down to cut away any rough corners and 
set in place and braced b.Y chaplets. 
Chaplets are of various kinds, the two most 
used are the perforated and spool ·shaped. They are made 
of tin-plated iron. The tin plate acts a.a a solder., The 
perforated ones can be bent to most any shape and are 
especi~lly advantageous because the metal can run through 
the perforations. 
Oil is sprayed.over the surface of the cope 
to act as an a.ddi tiona.l bond and make the mould sur:f'aci 
harder. The heads in moat cases, are built up to insure 
a large enough mass of metal to feed the casting. 
The dirt is blown out of the mould and the 
gate drained thoroughly. Jrlour is scattered around the 
edge of the drag to make it possible to see where the 
cope sets too hard on the drag. Clay balls are placed 
on top of the elbow core to indicate the height of 
chaplets on the cope aide. The cope is set and then 
lifted. A dry mould is always lifted to catch any 
crushing. The cruS'hed places, if any, are pa tcbed and 
the high places filed down. Again the dirt is blown out. 
Dough is rolled out in long strips and laid about the 
~ ~::::::.··-e:"~·=· 
edge of the pattern print in• ~io-d\ri =~6u·s'eii1• et~e mould 
when the mould ia closed. Th~:.~~=ay::iiaht:e: -'are replaced 
. w:•il>•e 'io$llil"'<i>•'"(j~o 5 o•111 "'•~•.: ~~>"""::, 
by chaplets. Several 20 ··,ir~~~·:p~~l~ .. ~r•.:~~¥Y.er{ between 
J~e"•"• lll>ll"' ·~"~~'fl"'llll 
the cope and drag at equal int~~~~l_~·:to ·k~~P the joint 
from crushing when the mould is clamped. A cup is set 
over the gate and the mould is ready to be poured. 
The rough edges on all cores should be filed 
off before they are set in place. Care should be 
exercised to see that proper vents are provided to 
carry the gases from the cores. 
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When there ar$ any inside ribs in a mould, 
chill rods and nails should be set. An explanation 
of the chill rod would be ~imilar to that of the 
bracket with the exception that the chill rod and 
nail perform their function within the casting, while 
the bracket without. The chill rod simply equalizes 
the rate of cooling in heavY and light parts of a 
casting thus preventing cracking, while the braetet 
holds together the parts cooling at a different rate. 
In wheel centers, gears and blank gears or 
any casting having a hub core, it is essential to have 
the jore centered. When possible, aach eoree should be 
tried in both cope and drag to keep them from crushing 
when the mould is closed. Any cores extending into the 
cope ahould be tagered some to allow for proper olearnace; 
otherwise both cope and core ~ be crushed. 
Some moulds do not have any cores, for instance 
most rolls do not. They are closed as usual, the cope 
and drag bolted together, the joint luted up with mud 
and the mould set in a pit to facilitate pouring. A 
roll runs anywhere from 6 to 24 tons including head 
when cast. Other moulds are all core. 
A casting free from cracks is sometimes due to 
the care used after the metal is cast. On large castings 
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the sand about the head is always dug out to keep 
the heads from binding on the ha.rd sand. The copes 
on large flat castings and ·wheel centers are lifted 
a few inches while the metal is quite hot, to take 
the cope weight off. 
iOl 
GREEN SA.l'ffi. MOULDING 
• p ... 
As far as actual operations are concerned, 
green sand moulding is like dry sand with smne except• 
ions. 
On saall work, the cores, if any, are set and 
the moulds clo!Jed at once.· Molasses water is used spar-
ingly antl only when the mould is skin clried. Dough is 
seldom used to seal the joint, but flour is used on skin 
dried moulds. 
The flasks are made of wood; and nails used 
in the cope bars and short sticks instead of as many 
gaggers as are used on dry work. 
Silica ~·h in not used and the facing called 
center plate is harder to work than roll facing. 
Castings that do not require very much machin-
ing are cast in green sand. Small orders and intricate 
patterns are handled on the floor while large orders on 
castings suCh as rail joints, buffers, center plates, 
Studebaker hubs, spur wheels, locks, yokes, tooth racks 
and others too numerous to mention afe made on machines. 
The automatic machines used are called bumpers 
and are operated by compressed air. The pattern is 
fastened to a match board to which the flask fits exactly. 
Necessary ga.gers are ~et, facing and burnt sand added 
1.02 
and the air turned on. The bumping does the sand 
r~~ing. The balance of the operation is similar 
to other moulding. 
Comparison !able for Green and Dry Band lloulding. 
Ill Ill J2a 
1. Cost low high 
2., Time in 
handling short loag 
3. Moulds lost few many 
4. Gas in little mould much 
5,. Nature o-r ±A~t~~ ma.o%in· mu.ch macnining work handled cas 1ng on casting 
Metal lays better in a dry mould than in a 
green. 
:BENCH JiOULDING 
Moat all bench work» except small orders, is 
done on match boards. Anyone who can ram sand and handle 
a· shovel can do it.. '!'he matchboard includes pattern, 
gate and head runners. The work runs sorn.ething like this: 
a flask is fitted.to the drag matchboard, necessary sands 
are a.dded and rammed up, mould rolled over, :pattern dra:wri, 
very little finishing done and corea set, mould set on 
channel irons and in some cases skin dried. The cope 
is finished in about the aa.rn.e hurry and the mould is 
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closed at once unless it is .to be dried. The mould ·is 
clamped and is ready for the metal. 
Leaky and worn out air val 'res in air rammer a 
and air line re1)resent per l1.oura - energy lost - Dollars. 
New valves would save their cost in a short time. Plenty 
leaky valves can 'be found in moat foundries •. · 
Air once compressed can be increased in motive 
value by heating it. It is very apparent that there are 
n\UD.eroua places where large quantities of hear are being 
dissipated. 
Increase the te1aperature of the compressed 
air 100 degrees Fahr. and you increasa your energy 20%; 
increase it 300 degrees Fahr. a.nd your energy is increas-
ed 45%. Lubrication only limits the temperature. A 20 -
45% increase in energy in your air means a reduction of 
20 ... 45:?' in your electrical bil.l.A· The ·pr9pe1'' 
installation could only be used for the machines as the 
men could not handle the air rammer a. Even so, more air 
is \laed by the mac.nines than by· the air ramm.ers. 
Wood rtour ia used aa a. pla.atio. Whether it 
would serve the purpose that flour daes now is only a 
matter of exp eri:m.ent. At any ra:te it was quoted at about 
$12 or $13 a. to:n not long a.go against $29 a ton for flour. 
10'4 
A nail making equipment coats but about $100, 
quoted directly in an article in the .American Machinist, 
a.s follows: 
tt A sui table moulding rna chine plate could be 
made for less than $100, whereby one moulder could 
easily produce 125~000 nails per day.~ 
Silica wash is a mixture of silica and molasses 
and water,. 
There are not sufficient tools, such as shovels, 
hand and air rammers, heads, wedges, clamps and sledge 
hammers on the dry moulding floor. .r.tuch time is lost in 
looking for and waiting on such materials. In a short 
time more tools would pay for themselves in time saved. 
SAND MILL 
Facing Mixtures. 




40 shovel new sand 30 shovel new sand 
1/2 ff silica. 10 .. old sand 
3/4 .. flour 2 n silica 
2-3t " clay 2t " clq 
1 If flour 
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#l fdr.y. Dry floor #1 fdry. Green sand side 
40 shovel new sand 16 shovel new sand 
3 
5 





2 quarts flour 
12 Foundry 
40 snovel new sand 
a .. silica. 
5 .. clay 
1 .. flour 
Center Plate ~ Formula 
12 Foundry 
16 shovel new sand 18 shovel new sand· 
• • ola;r 
1 quart fiour 11 silica. 
1 quart flour 
Cente.:t l!J.tte ... llo't i}l .us!• 
#1 Foundry • Dry Floor #l Foundry ~ Green sand side 
40 shovel new sand 1? shovel new sand 
2t " olay 2 .. clay 
1 quart flour 
#2 Foundry 
30 shovel new sa.nd 
10 • old sand 
2i-5 It ola.y 
1 • flour 
10~. 
SJ2ecia:J. .11q,U 
40 shovel new sand 
8 II silica 
l " flour 
3 If clay 
Roll. \Yabblf!tr, Dies. and Gears 
w1bbler 
10 shovels new sand 
5 • silica 
2 quarts clay 
3 pts. Linseed oil 
45 shovel new sand 
4 
" silica 
lt It flour 
3 • clay 
mola.s3ea water. 
Die Pocke'f( 




Sptcial Die Pocget Jaaiq& Tooth Facing 
16 shove,ls new sand 35 shovels new sand 5 shovel new sand 
1· • clay 1 " silica 6 silica 
l .. silica 1 " clay tf clay 
1 quart flour 3 pts. Linseed oil 
1 .. salt 
Half and Half Dextrine Facing 
a shovels new sand 25 shovels new sand 
a 
" 
old sand 1 clay 
1 .. clay 
* 
" dextrine 
Only enough moisture should be used to hold the 
sands together. 
10*1 I 
The formulas vary. depending on the conditions 
of the sand and fire clay and upon the 1nen who handle the 
scoop. 
One of the main essentials of .a good facing is 
that it should peel from the castings readily. The flour 
acts as a peeling agent. 
The mills used for mixing the molding sands 
are cnillian dry pan. 
10a. 
Cores. · 
Cores play an importru1t part in moulding. 
Almost without exce:;>tion cores of some kind or 
description are used in every mould. 
!hey are all hand made and vary in size,·· 
from a. small pin core weighing a fraction o:r an 
ounce to larger cores weighing several hundred pounds. 
Smail oorea are aat4 lr ramming core facings 
into core boxes,· putting a few nails into them for 
strengthening them, a few vents ia permit gases to eso~pe 
and drying them in the oven. Larger cores require nails 
and rods of various lengths and paste to give them 
sufficient strength to per~it handling. 
All cores are sprayed with a glutrine or 
molasses water solution before being placed in the oven. 
The spray is supposed to act as a binder and give the ~ores 
a smooth surface. In order to determine the value of glutrine 
water spr~ a spe61al investigation was carried on, the 
results of which follow after core discussion. 
The cores are placed in an oven hea..ted either 
by coal. coke or oil. The oil gives the best results as 
a more even temperature can be maintained and there is ... 
,·. 
leas trouble in handling. The oven is held .. at a tera,erat .. 
ure ot about 600° ~. Higher temperatures "bun the c:ores. 
11.8 
and fail to dry them. The length of time that cores 
stay in the oven var:Les ·with the size, running on 
av~rage about 'i- hour. 
After pas~ing through the ovens the cores 
are stored in racks until needed. Large quantities 
of cores are lost in handlin15 runn.ing sometimes as 
high as 50%. The cores are made "t:Jy piece workers 
making $5 to $?.a day. 3ome idea can be gained as to 
the amount of dollars lost with such large per centage 
of breakage. Closer supervision in handling would 
eliminate a· large amount of thiw was~e. 
The co:te boxes are made of wood. or metal, 
mostly aluminum. 
:U:OISTURR ABSORPTION STUDY OF CORES Ilf GREEN SAND MOLDS., 
Yr. B,gley, Chief O~•t, Granite City Plant~ 
had his attention called to the moisture absorption of a 
core mixture which he had suggested for use. Because the 
cores made from it, after standing in the closed molds for 
several hours, absorbed moisture, word came from the Core 
Department that the mixture ws.s •no good". In order to 
find out if this mixture reallY absorbed more meisture 
than the other in use, Mr. Begley decided to try a simple 
comparison experiment. .He took a lt• x '1" pin core made 
out or the mixture in question and a similar core made out 
lll 
of another mixture and pla,ced the end of each one in 
separate jars. partially :filled with foundry facing and 
sealed the jars. After standing several hours, the jars 
were opened and the cores e~nined. Both core mixtures 
had absorbed moisture. The question was raised whether 
or not and to what extent• all the mixtures absorbed 
moisture upon standing in closed molds. A description of 
the work done to decide this question follows and numerical 
results are tabulated. 
Pin cores, liH x 7" were made of six standard 
Foundry core mixtures, the formulas of which are found 
elsewhere. The mixtures were taken from the mill as made. 
Samples were taken for moisture determination, the results 
of which are found in table. The cores were sprayed with 
glutrine water as in practice, and were placed in the same 
core oven on the same shelf, and. left in about a half hour. 
·Six brickets per mixture of the same mixture were also made. 
" " " .. "' 
Three of these sprayed with glutrine water and three were 
not and were dried under the same condi tiona as the cores. 
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500 grams of Foundry facing 
were placed in a 64 ox. preser-
~ ~ ' . ~ 
v~tion jar and qu_ickly s.ealed. 
Two sets of ~ix .each were ma~e. 
In e~ch jar a pin core was set 
horizontally to the depth of 
two inches, the facing tamped 
snugly abou.t i .t and the jar 
~ea~ed. Twelve pin coree 
were used, two from each 
mixture, making two aets. One 
set was set aside for 24 hours and the other for 48 hours. 
At the end of these periods, the cores were taken out cut 
in halves, (with one exception), designated the top half 
and lower half, the halves quickly crushed and placed in 
air tight sample bottles. The exception, the car wheel 
mixture core, was cut into four equal parts, as indicated 
in figure #2, samples quickly made and sealed in air tight 
sample bottles. Ten gram samples were run for moisture, 
the results of which are found in the table at •nd of 
discussion. 
ix coree, one from each mixture were broken 
and the centers run for moisture. The results are found 
in the table. 
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Twelve cores, two of each mixture, were 
placed on a stock shelf in the core room. One set 
of six was left for eight days and the other for 
sixteen days. The cores were broken up at the end 
of these periods and run for moisture. Results are 
found in the table. 
The brickets were tested for their relative 
strength and results are tabulated. The results appear 
''" . .. ' ' ' .. 
to be erratic. A second set of brickets were made and 
tested with but little difference in results. 
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DISCUSSION AND REMARKS 
Since some parts of this work are supplementary 
to the real purpos~ indicated in this paper, they will 
be discussed in brief. 
It is considered good practic~ to have about 
3t% mcisture in the core mixtures. ~ reference to the 
table~ a moisture content of frQm 0.95% to 5.02% is 
• ., c '" •• ·, 
indicated. The two lowest, 1,.98,% and 0~95% can be 
. . . 
accounted for since the mixtures in question are both oil 
mixtures- the oil is part of the moisture When the sand 
is being mixed and is not driven off '":hen the moisture 
. ' 
teat is made. The core from //3 Flour Mixture is the 
only one which shows any appreciable amount of moisture 
in ita center. And at most, it is negligible in it and 
all other core cen tara. The cores placed in t.he :Foundry 
. ' 
do not show any ~bsorption of moisture in either the 
eight-d3V' or sixteen-day s&t~ which would be of any 
consequence. 
On the 24-hour and 48-hour test, the figures 
indicate that the lower half of the cores or t~at _p~t 
which came in contact with the foundry facing &baoreed 
more moisture ~~a.n .the .. uJ?p~r .. ?-~l!.• .... _T.~-~o~aider the 
figures only, one might 8&t the impression tha'tl the 
.. '.. ... -... .,.- " ... "'" ... ,. .•. "" ' ·~ "'.d . .• ' 
cores d.id not take up aue)l. moisture. But the sample 
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t~ten for the moisture dete~ination represents the 
whole half, when in reality the moisture wa.s very 
. . . 
pronounced only on the surface where tlle steel co!'lea 
in contact with the core. 
In connection with this surface absorption, 
more mois·ture was absorbed by the sand sprayed with 
glutrine than without. Due to the method of spraying 
the cores, with glutrine water, this discovery was made. 
Only half of the pin cores, or the side ,up, .r.eceives any 
glutrine water. In order to ascertain whether the 
glutrine side really did absorb more than the dry side, 
the car wheel mixture core, on both the 24-hour and 48-
hour test were cut as before indicated. Tlle figures 
indicate that the glutrine side absorbs the moisture. 
To further substantiate these figures, a akin sample 
wa.s tclk.en from the bottom half of the oil misture core, 
run 48 hours from both the glutrine a.nd dry aide and the 
. . 
moisture estimated. On the dry side 2,.19% moisture was 
absorbed while on the glutrine side 5•05%:7 'Which again 
indicates that glutrine ·as a. tendency to oa.use water 
absorption and that to a great extent. !heae figures 
further show how :nuch moisture ie absorbed by the 
aurrace in comparison with the whole half. varying from 
2.19, 5.19, 5.05~ on the surface to o.61f, 1.15~ on the 
llti 
whole half. In a.s ':Uuch ,a£3 th.e s~eel rll\l_st . come in 
contact with the surface of the core, this surface 
~ ' ' ... '• .... " . .. . . . ''· . ,~ ~ •' ~ .. ' 
absorption might pro.vE)_ to. __ ))~ quite serious. Although 
most of the moisture appears to be on the surface of 
the cores, the whole core is affected, as indicated in 
the way that they crumbled when crushed.· 
It is contended that it is absolutely neeeas,.. 
.. . . 
ary to spray the cores with glutrine water to make them 
. ' 
hold up. The briokets were made and te::lted to see what 
difference if any, the glut~~ne water made. A. de:fini te 
conclusion can hardly be drawn from the results obtained, 
. ". . .. 
but from all indications and figures too, the glutrine 
.. . 
water effect is nil. The glutrine wet only one aide and 
penetrated to a depth of but about 1/S". 
In connection with this work, a study of the 
sand mill operations ~a carried on. As a result, a 
. ... . .. ,,..,. 
set of standard operation sheets have been compiled, one 
for each mixture, . indicating the termula., how ingredients 
should be added and total ti1n~ of milling. 
Jast a brief summary: 
Cores pl~c_ed in green sand mold and allowed to 
stand, absorb moisture su:f':f'ic~ent to rui~ the eo:re. !he 
amount of moisture absorbed. increasing with length o:f' 
period of standing. 
11'1 
Most of the moisture is absorbed by the 
surface of the cores. 
Glutrine water increases tendency to absorb 
moisture. 
Glutrine water does not strengthen small cores 
as contended. 
Cores standing in foundr,r on stock Shelves show 
no moisture absorption. 
' ... QOP ... F~C!N~S.,. 












!empered with glutrine water. #1 is mixed in 
large sand mill. #3 is mixed in oil sand mill. #3 used 
for hub oores for Davis wheels and on small cores Where 
strength is required. 
IS- Dextrin and rosin. 
650 lbs. New Sand 
500 lbs. Old Sand 
. 't 1 bs. Dextrin 
14 lbs. Fire Cl~ 
· 4 l'bs. Rosin 
!-.pered with Glutrine water 1-20. Used on 
center and end cores on side f'ra.mes. 
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#4- Rosin 
650 lbs,. New Sand 
500 lbs. Heap Sand 
14 lbs. Fire Clay 
20 lbs. Rosin 
Tempered with clear water. Used on Jou~~al 
lug, and Brake Hanger Cores. 
650 lbs. New Sand 
500 lbs,. Heap Sand 
· 14 los. Fire Clay 
20 lbs. Flour 
Tempered with glutrine water 1~20. Used on 
Davis Wheel Cups. 
#6- Core Compound 
800 lbs. Old Cores 
350 lbs. New Sand 
14 lbs. Fire Cl~ 
19 lba. Core Compound 
Ternpered with Goulac water 1-20. Used for 
pouring cups on side fraJnes and bolsters •. 
Foundry Facing. 
400 lba. New Sand 
800 lbs,. Old Sand 
30 lbs,. Clay 
Tempered with clear water. 
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MOISTURE ABSORPTION TABLE 
n 1n cen er - • · Moisture Jloistuie Moisture after 24 hr test 
M x Dry Core , . 
Sand Mixture • 
Car Wheel #1 1.98% 0.18~ 
Dextrin & Rosin 3. 75% 0.17% 
#2 
Oil #3 0.95% 0.17% 
. 
Rosin #4 2.85~ 0.10% 
#3 Flour #5 5.02~ 0.66% 
Core Compound 4 .• 20% o.oa" 
/16 
Foundry Facing 3.49% 
W- Wet with glutrine water. 
D- Ae made 
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Upper Half Lower Half 
0.58 w 0.93 w 
0.24 D 0.51 D 
0.54% 0.69"' 




Moisture after 48 Hr. test Moisture after standing Foundry in 
Upper Half Lower Half a Daye 16 Daya 
o.?a~ 1.50% 0.24,: o.1a}C 
0.38" 0.77" 
o.?- 0.61" 0.2~ 0.2~ 
0.61" 1.15" 0.24% 0.16/C 
0.72" 1.30~ 0.17~ 0.16~ 
0.74~ 1.47% 0.39" 0.37~ 
1.54" 2.64% 0.20" 
----- -----
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~URGY OF STEEL CAS!INGS 
INSPECTION OF CASTINGS 
Inspection is the last word on castings 
before they reach the S~1ippin~ fioor,. ~e W'O rk con .. 
sists of surface inspection on castings which are 
not machined and a more careful inspection on castings 
to be machined. 
It is almost ~possible to find a perfect 
casting: one which does not contain some ot the 
i.DI.perf'ectiona. to .. be .mentio~e~!. 'rh.e perfect casting 
is an ideal toward which to work. 
In surface inspection, . sand drop. sand holes, 
apparent gas. and shrink h()les,. cold run, fins,. e~re and 
cope shift, erooked, dirty a.nd scabby castings, cracks 
• • • •• c.~ • ' • • •• •• • ., ... ,_, ' .... 
and gage specification, (where necessary) are given 
• 
attention. 
'When machined castings are under considers.-
tion, non-apparent gas and shrink holes are sought for 
in addition to other defects mentioned. 
Almost all these defects ca.n be traced to 
the moulding department. A ~d drop is the result 
of sand falling .from _th_~ cope into _t~~ ~ag. The 
casting has a hole where the sand fell and a chunk 
of metal from where' the sand fell. Sand holes are 
. ·~ ~ .... "" ' 
caused by sa.nd . dre' and d~rt~. m.oul~. Gas holes leave 
holes o:f'.various sizes and are found when the mould is 
, . . . . '"' . ,. , .. 
not properly vented. These holes are mere injurious to 
1'"23 
small castings than to large, and to machined than those 
which are not machined. Shrink holes are due either 
to the condition of the metal w'he~ .. !loured or t~ .the us~. 
of too small heads. Cold run explains ~ tself ~d leaves 
some part of the casti~~ _r~~~.e~.~d. P.o~s~bly __ ca.~~es it 
to be scrapped. Fins are p~oduced when the joint is too 
' ... , ,. . .. ',· . ,, 
wide and also by loose cores. Core and cope shift are 
caused by improper core setting and olo13in~. and both 
leave the castings in bad condition. Badly shifted 
center cores on blank gears and spur wheels are quite 
. ' ' . 
frequently the cause of so~a.}l;p~n~- ~~m,;P_~rtant and expens-
ive castings. Dirty and poorly aaile4 moulds give 
. , . ' ' 
scabby castings. Some cracks are due to the metal 
shrinking about cores or ~ncluded par~s o~ the mould• 
while others are caused in a.nnealin~. -~d. to different 
rates of cooling in the casting. :Bent castings are the 
result of shrinking. warping in ~m~.~~l.in~.' an~ h.a~dling 
while hot. !he best example of using a gage is found in 
center plate inspection. All center plates must be 
~ed. The gages are ~d_e _so _tha~ l/168 is a~~()wed . 
over outside dimensions. and under inside dimensions 
. - . ,., '. ' .. , . . ...-,,, 
while the height is ma~e exact. Tne heignt can be ~16" 
maximum or minimum size. ~he large majority of castings 
do not need to pass a cage. 
la. 
Whenever any of th.ese defect appear, all 
except a bad center core or cope shift can be remedied 
. ~ . . " ' . 
by the welder, grinder, c}Upper or ,pressman. depex:-d.ing 
upon their nature and extent. On larg~ .. ca~~~~~~ w~.ere 
welding is necessary and permiasable» the casting whould 
be re ... annealed, especially if the weld is located in a 
v~tal part of the casting. 
It is the duty of the welder to weld gas and 
shrink holes and serious cracks. The grinder takes 
down the rough surfaces made when gates and heads are 
flogged, sawed and burned off (in case of large heads) 
with o~-acetylene burner. the chipper cuts off any 
fins. cleans any holes, outs off braekets, in fact makes 
. ' . . . . 
a good looking casting. The pressman straightens and 
opens or closes a:prung and wa.r)_:)ed castings. 
The large castings are usuallY checked for 
important dimensions. W"ner_e lll@.chining ie necessary about 
t• metal is. all~:Wed .~ver exact di:m.ension. 
·All aastings, whether they be R. a. J. J:,ocks 
. . . 
and small castinga, center :plates and other car castings 
and miscellaneous castings are covered in a general WB¥" 
by the above discussion. 
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.......... 
Not all ca,stin~EJ are c]lecked b~~o~e _thEtY,. a.re 
run* but a large number require a. check on a s~;pl~ 
before the order is oompletedt even going so far as 
sending a sample to the customer to obtain his o. K. 
or corrections, if ~ny. 
.,. ; 
When ~ new pattern is sent in to th~ .. :t'~l1~dry, 
the casting of which requires a. ~heck,. the pattern shop 
Foreman makes out a s~l.~ r~por~ _ah:e~. ~d sends it 
w_i th the blue print to the general foundry ~o~e~n. 
. ~ .. . . ... ,.. ... ' , " .. ~ 
'!'he general foundry foreman ~~per'!ises,.as a. rule, the 
. ·~ " 
work of making the mould. After the_mou~d is made, the 
rep.o~t .is f'o~rd.f:!~ to the clean~nf!..~.f.!J:la.r~ID.::n~.~ .The 
cleaning depaatment sends the completed casting with 
~ . ' . ... .. . . . . ' . . . ·. ~' - - - . .. ,... .. .. . . .... -· . ' ..... 
the report,. to the checking inspector. The casting 
. " . ~ ..... ,.. ... _ ........ -~~ ... --"'.""•' .. '',..""''''~~ 
is checked with the blue print for all dimenl!Jions, the 
. .. . .. ' ,.. .. . ·.• . . ' .. . .. ~- .. ... ... .. .... ' -·· ...... '" .. '~ . . . " . ' ~ 
weight of the castin~ fo~d, a_ ~~p~r~. aa~~ .. a3:1d _sent to 
the pattern foreman who makes any necessary cl_la~ges. 
Usually the c~.~t.i~l)~~ .. <:'~~.~~. O. K• in all except a. feW 




On large orders which run for several days 
and weeks, a daily sample is submitted, upon which a 
report is made. These samples are put through the 
usual cleaning process and sent to the surface table, 
Yhere gages are tried, dimensions checked) defects 
noted, and the necessary changes, if any, reported. 
, . 
It is quite often the case, that a pattern, after 
several days use will become loose or worn, and throw 
the casting off. Immediate attention is given such 
defects to keep any more casting coming through in 
this :manner. 
»eteetive castings may fall under two heads; 
(1) those which are :found so in the foundry, and (2) 
those which are Shipped and returned. A casting is not 
considered defective unless it is so bad that it cannot 
be repaired to meet specifications • 
. The defects which send a casting to the scrap 
heap have been mentioned before in the first part of 
this report, and are the more serious forma of cold 
run, short run, miss run, slag, bad cope and center 
12, 
c~re shift, bad and deep. cracks, i~portant di~.ensi.ons 
off on ft,ccount of shrinkage (the last case rare) and 
others. 
Seldom does an unmachined casting return 
unless it should be on account of dimensions or flaws 
' ~ " . " ' 
which the. inspeotiotJ. departm~11t .. .r~iled to catch, and 
this is quite ~r_oba.ble. A man who inspects castings 
100% well is ~a~e~ 
Most _returned_ ca.sti_l}gs are :machined ones. 
Non-apparent gas and shrink holes, cope shift and 
. . .. ' . . '" .... " ... ' .. ' . '' ·• .,. .. 
cracks a.re causes w~ioh send most mach~n~~ --~astings 
back; a. la.re:~ num?er of bla:t?k. -~-~~r_s_, .. , a~~~~-~~- ~~~-e,~ _ 
t~e teeth_ have b~~n ~lmoat ?O_mp~-~tely. ou,t; cylind.itr~ 
on account of cracks. In some instances these def'.ects 
. .. . 
are not of ~ . consequence or in. ;a, vita; po_i~t . and can 
be (and it is quite permissible to do so) welded and 
resh:ipped,. 
The chief foundry clerk makes a record of the 
defective castings and sends a ~i~Y :epor.~ ~_to t~e 
Sv.perindenden.t and Main Office so that % good castings 
. ' . ' . .. ,. . .. . ~-· . . ' .. ~ . .. ' .. 
can be figured. From 3~ to 5% of the castings are 
scrapped. 
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There are gases of various kinda and used 
for various reasons, but those of most importance are 
the contour and spacing. These are made of wood and 
sheet metal, m~:=Jtly ?f the latter on account of wear. 
Both maximum and minimum templates are made but as a 
rule only minimum are used, amd any variations £rom 
' -
the minimum being le:t"t to the justment of the inspect-
ora in charge,. 
The method of making the most common contour 
gage has been previously mentioned: center plate. 
All gages, unless otherwise specified. are made so that 
outside dimensions are 1/16" over and inside dimensions are 
1/16u under size,. In case of an exact dimension gage, it 
is necessary to allow a ~(~~" or ~/32" over, otherwise the 
gage will not f:U. the dtmension in question. as it is 
impossible to put an exact dimension gage over an exact 
dimension. 
In co11rde of tiro.e the gages become worn, and it 
is necessary. to recheck them for wear,. and perha:ps make a 
new one, in case the old is off any appreciable amount. 
A spacing gage ia used to check hole centers 
for correct measurement. Others are used for blast 
furnace segments to measure ara and angles; buffers; 
~· 
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exact dimensions: as Hercules Pedestals; French rail 
joints; center fillers and in fact, any casting have 
exact and important specifications. 
Flow sheet #1 shows the ideal route of a 
casting from the Flogging Floor to customer. It is 
not possible to haye all castings.follow this route, aut 
it is probable that the majority could. 
Flow sheet 12 shows as near as possible how 
the castings do go. It is apparent that some of the 
steps following inspection might be eliminated. All 
. . ... 
castings should be sand blasted or rattled before they 
... "' .. 
reach the chipper and inspectors:t with a disappearance 
of step (1) one. A .more rigid demand on grinders and 
chippers would cut /12 and /13 out entirely. It is not 
necessary to anneal all castings, but a number ·do find 
their way to the inspector and even to the shipping floor 
. ' . ' 
that should be annealed. More care in_ inspection and_ .on 
the flogging floor would leave this step out,.. A large 
number of castings can be cast so that they will shrink 
straight rather than bent. A little more time and c~re 
could be used in handling castings. while~?~· Care in 
racking and handling. in annealing woul~ p:r:event_ wa.rpil1g 
and bending. '!'he :pattern on castings whieh flare could be 
Y& 
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so made that the most of the flare could be taken out. 
Presswork, the most of it, is due to some of the few 
. . . 
condi tiona mentioned. !)rill press work is due to high 
joints and poor hole co3:e~ and coring. It is quite hard 
to get around welding, yet a large amount is necessary on 
account of heads not being large enough causing shrink 
' ' . . 
holes under the heads and .. in othe~ parts. of th~ castings. 
Where :forei~n inspeoti()n is necessary, it is 
needless to say that a few castings 1Nill :f'~nd th~ir way 
back through some one of these steps and possibly be 
rejected,. 
The main point in question in this discussion, 
b_esides those mentioned, is that all this repeated work 
means additional handling of the same castings by the 
truckers, where once after reaching the inspector~ in 
most cases, shou.ld. be sufficient. 
There are many kinds of castings,- castings 
"'" ' 
of every description passi.ng through.- ~he found':r. In 
order to give some idea in a small ..,~. ~f the variety. the 
castings :for one ear are mentioned below; 
.. '. 
Buffer; Draft,Rigging and Lugs; Yoke; Side 
W•'ce; l'ollow Block; Cam Bloek; Carriers; 
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Center Plates, .Truck ~olumns; Journ~l Boxes; Wed~ea; 
Knaokle; LaCks; Links; Safet~ Hooks; Door Hinges; 
Door Roller Bracket; Side Bearings; Center J1l~er; 
Struts; Bre~ Fulor~~; Break Wheel; Break Shoe; 
B.eping Iron; Pole Sockets and, no doubt, some few 
which t•iled to catch ~ attention. 
I 
Sqg~stions f"rom Philip :s. Langworthy and 
assistance or ~ank Jamee Assistant Chief Chemist at 
Granite City Plant are aCknowledged in work on Open 
Hearth Practice. 
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